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NATIONAL PACEMAKER AWARD WINNER 

Softball coach 

arrested on 

suspicion of DUI 
BY AU HODGE 

Physical education tea cher Jodi Reeder was ar rested 

Monday on the suspicion of driving under the in fluence 

for the fourth time since 2003. 

Reeder, who has been Central's varsity softball coach 

for the last two years after coaching the junior varsity 

team for two seasons, was unavailabe for com ment. 

In the last few years, she has been arrested for the 

felony of driving under the influence two times, states the 

Omaha World Herald. 

As evidenced from Omaha police reports, she was 

sentenced to five days in jail on both incidences, proba

tion, loss of her driver's license and charged with second

offense drunken driving. 

This fourth time, she was pulled over for going the 

wrong way down a one-way street around 15th and How

ard Streets. Her blood-alcohol level was .189, wh ich is 

more than hvi ce the legal limit. 

"This was an unfortunate incident and] hope that 

Ms. Reeder gets th e help that she needs," said principal 

Greg Emmel. 

Emmel said the details about what Omaha Pub

lic Schools (OPS) will do about Reeder is completely 

confidential and he has no information about how the 

investigation and consequences are being handled. 

Nazis protest illegal immigration outside the Mexican Consulate on Dodge street on Saturday, Sept. 1. As part of their protest, they ripped Mexican flags, shouted derogatory comments 
displaying the infamous "Hail Hitler" gesture and proudly wearing the swastika. Contained to one side was a large crowd protesting the National Socialist Movement's message. 

J 

All decisions will be made in the near future by the 

Human Resource Department of Omaha Public Schools, 

Emmel said. 

Neo-Nazisc,sIpr,In-cily" outrage sludeats 
BY AU HODGE 
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Senior Ben Brich and sophomore Chloe Brich stand with fellow protestors yards away from the Neo Nazis. They joined the 

large crowd in expressing their disgust of the protest outside the Mexican Consulate. 
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Senior s,pends 

summer studying' 

at Harvard 
BY ASTRIKA WILHELM 

The summer vacation is usually spent by relaxing, 

going to the beach, going camping, doing nothing difficult, 

but everything fun, and yet one Central student, Senior 

Sarah Ferguson, did the complete opposite of the norm. 

An an omaly wi thi n the walls of Central, within the 

borders of America, she studied , and studied, with world

renowned professors and the creme of the crop students at 

Harvard University this past summer. 

The Harvard Summer School: Secondary School 

Program (SSS) every year looks for mature, academically 

motivated high school students, who are the most 

intelligent students in the nation and around the world. 

Ferguson was sent an invitation to the summer 

program from Harvard after the college had learned of her 

high-standardized tes ting scores. 

"I didn't even plan on going until after ] got accepted 

into the program", she said. 

Ferguson said her parents were really excited about 

it. 
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College 

Corner 
Bringham Southern College 
I ,ocation: Bringham, Alabama 

Type: Private 4 year Liberal Arts college affiliated with United 

Mcrhodist Church. 

Admissions: 57 % of applicants are admitted. 

Undergrad enrollment: 1,207 of the student population are 

II ndergrads. 

Majors offered in: Biology, business , conservation, computer 

sciences, education, foreign language, history, psychology, the

ology, social sciences, math and visual/performing arts. 

Application dates: No deadline, priority date: January 5 

California Institute of Technology 
Location: Pasadena, California 

Type: Private 4 year university 

Admissions: 17 % of applicants are admitted. 

Undergrad enrollment: 864 of the student population are 

undergrads. 

Majors offered in: Biology, business, conservation, computer 

sciences, engenering, English, history, psychology, philosophy 

and religion, physical science, interdiciplinary, social sciences 

and math. 

Application dates: ~ o deadline, priority date: January 1 

University of Florida 
Location: G ainesville, Florida 

Type: Public 4 year university 

Admissions: 48% of applicants are admitted. 

Undergrad enrollment: 34,534 of the student population are 

. undergrads. 

: Majors offered in: Agricu ltur ~, biology, business, conserva-

; . ti't>ll, · com~t~ .E. : s~~en~g ine e ring, fo r~~ i langu ~ , sto ry, . 

; . psyc hol ogy'i>M~QR hy and religion, pl1ysit!al scienceJ,nteJ:'dis>t. 

: ciplinary, social sciences, math and visual/performing arts. 

: Application dates: No deadline, priority date: January 16 

. 
~ School of Visual Arts 
: Location: New York, New York 

: Type: Private 4 year visual arts colldge 

~ Admissions: 69% of applicants are admitted. 

; Undergrad enrollment: 3,093 of the student population are 

;' undergrads. 

: Majors offered in: Visual and performing arts. 

: Application dates: No deadline, priority date: January 1 
, 
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1 Omaha Marching Exhibition 
Bands from across Omaha and surrounding areas will com

pete with the Central High marching band in the Omaha 

Marching Exhibition, which will be held for the first time at 

Seeman Stadium. 

i ~ 12 Homecoming Football Game 
The Homecomjng football game will be held at See

man stadium as Eagles compete against Bellevue West. " 
~ : 

f: 
," 

13 Homecoming Dance 
The Homecoming dance is always held in Central's 

gymnasium. Dress is semi-formal. It is from 7:30 to 

11 :30 p.m. 

16 Underclassmen Photos 
Photographers will photograph underclassmen for 

Central's yearbook, the O-Book in the dramatorium. 

19 Seniors and Faculty 
Faculty and seniors, who have not handed in senior 

photos to the journalism room, will have their photos 

taken for the O-Book in the dramatorium. 

November 

1 Fall Musical 
The fa ll musical wi ll be held in the auditorium starting at 

7 p.m. There is an admission fee. 

6 Fall Sports Banquet 
Fall sports banquet wi ll be held in the courtyard . 

Teacher Work Day 
There will be no school for students . 9 
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PHOTO BY PATRICK BREENI REGISTER 

Senior Phil Lomneth and a group of students prepare to perform their tolerance skit for the freshmen orientation. The 

skit was against derogatory comments such as the " N" word, "gay," "fag," and "retarded." In the skit, a group of of

fended students yelled at one another not to use a derogatory word, when in actuality, they were using ones of their 

own. 

Senior skit promotes tolerance 
BY PATRICK BREEN 

Farhat said the skit was realistic and she had heard 

those words throughout school, though she knew they 

Trying to make a difference does take time and were hurtfuL 

effort. "Don't say anything to hurt anyone," Farhat said. 

But as senior Phil Lomneth will tell you, it is "And everyone deserves respec t. " 

worth it. The idea came about when Lomneth was at an 

At the beginning of this school year, all classes Anti -D efamation League meeting. He was tired of 

watched a presentation performed by some of Central's students using derogatory statements so he decided to 

vocal, supportive and understanding students. create and perform his own skit. 

The students perfo rmed a skit in which a bunch of He started planning the performance a year ago 

students gathered on the stage argu ing about whether and tried a diversit), skit in February and March oflast 

they should use certain words like "gay, redskin or the school year . 

n-word." At at the end, Lomneth turns and throws a Lomneth felt those events didn't make much of 

chai r in di sgust. H e then tells the students on stage, an impact, however, he didn't let that ge t him down. In 

and t~ e s!U de ~ t bodv au1i " e~<;e that they"shouldn't yse ,, __ , J~c r) h<;' ,sta,! te9. coming ~p With. new .id, e~s , . , 

Band plays 

in Dundee 

Parade 
M1CHELLE RIEGER 

The Marching Band was 

to perform in a parade for 

Days, an annual festival held in 

quaint neighborhood of Dundee, 

a police emergency caused a 45 

delay Saturday, Aug. 25 . 
Police were called to 

location leaving the parade 

without barricades and traffic 

Councilmen Jim Suttle 

Vokal called more police 

barricades , 

Without barricades, 

streets for the parade were not 

Police were finally able to set 

straight and get the parade going, 

"The police officers who did 

very, very apolegetic," said 

Kozlik, parade chairman. 

Out of all the bands he's 

heard Kozlik said Central's one of 

best. 

Over 120 band 

participated in the parade, whi 

welcomed a crowd of over 500 
who waited patiently through 

delay. 

"They were really nice, 

positive and welcoming", said 

director PeteWilger, 

New staff 

parking closer 

to school 
BY AU HODGE 

After the large 

project at}oslyn was underway, 

started one of its own. 

The same construction 

that paved the museum's new 

lot completed one for Central this 

summer. 

They resculpted Centrl's 

lot to make the construction 

easier for both the school and 

museum. 

Assistant 'prin~al Ed 
11') nti~ _II, 'd \ ~ ~ r ~." d .,.. 1 ot .9L)IW.))1·) , 1 Jt •• ' '~"' '' I ' ) ~~~ I C '~ ~ ' - ~' h ' " "-' "1: .. ~ .. 'I\'" ·"i . ~ . d 
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Each student on stage picked Lip pieces of paper he thought it was a good idea." 

I 1J6 fif/f 2 Ff{~i ' 51irr d !o i' ~~ e '<- a~ftih 10/ 
. n 1 'b"iuY2 1{10 ,pc', }b; ,) y. ·f FW f ' .L g , 

een un erway ror at east Ulree 

wi th letters that spelJed out respect as the curtain The two met to discuss ideas and brainstormed 

closed, creative ways of grabbing students' attention so they 

In all four performances, the crowd became loud would listen. 

and laughed during the parts Lomneth expected, "That night after I went home I thought , 'What 

"More people took it as entertainment rather than three things do I want to do?'" Lomneth said. 

a message," Lomneth said. "A few understood the point, He worked that night developing his own script 

and it probably changed their perspective." and descriptions for the play. After showing the idea to 

Senior Rachael Farhat said the skit was great for principal Greg Emmel and making some revisions, he 

the students. She thought those who paid attention got was ready to culminate his idea with a play. 

the message, With the help of counselor Ron Moore who 

And the message conveyed, was something supplied diverse students, and drama teacher John 

Lomneth hoped everyone would get. Gibson who helped direct, the production was practiced 

"The skit had two meani ngs," Lomneth said . "One and then presented to the students. 

was to get the students to realize what they do and Lomneth's goal was fo r people to at leas t "try to 

what they say affects everyone." see it (language) from another perspective." 

Tardy policy holds students accountable 
BY ASTRIKA WILHELM 

The warning bell rings and hundreds of students 

race away from their friends, lockers, and conversations 

to get to their next class . 

Panic ensues until the final bell ri ngs, when mos t 

of the tardy students groan in frustration, For years, 

teachers and administrators have been disgru ntled 

abou t students showing up late to class, in terrupting 

classes, and doing this regul arly. 

To curb the number of tardies, administration 

implemented a new policy at the beginning of the 

school year. 

lhe new tardy policy was driven by teachers 

and administra tors concerned by the multitude and 

frequency of tardics somc students pi led upon their 

record . 

Now, after more than two tardies, students will be 

punished in various ways, For th ree to four tardies, the 

student will get a detention ancl a call home to parents 

or the student will have to co mple the SOLVE Tardy 

Form, the student's written solution to punc tuality, 

For five to six tardics , the student will get a Tardy 

Referral to their ad ministrator, a Student Success 

Center (SSC), a Suspension After School (SAS) or a 

Saturday School Suspension. 

Seven to nine tardies warrants the same 

consequences, or students will have to serve an 

ove rnigh t suspension with a required parent conference. 

For ten to t'welve tardies, the student can be 

punished with a supsension outside of school. More 

than twelve, will result in tardy referrals, suspensions 

and intervention. 

When principal Greg Emmel addressed the 

new procedu res at the monthly Teacher Advisory 

Committee meeting, the majority of the staff voted in 

favor of the new policy, which was written by Emmel 

and the committee. 

"Mr. Emmel tweaked the policy during the 

summer," assistant principal Ed Benne tt said. 

The new SOLVE Tardy Form requires the tardy 

student to discover and write down solutions to prevent 

tardies. This is an effort to involve the students in 

solving their tardy problem. 

Students must, however, take responsibili ty and 

acknowledge that they do have a problem and that this 

problem must be solved with their own participation, 

not just the teachers or administrato rs lecturing them 

about the importance of showing up to class on ti me 

for the sake learning. 

In the past, each teacher had their own tardy 

policy, ranging from both ends of the spectrum of 

doing nothing at all to sending the students to their 

administrator every ti me, even fo r first offenses, 

Rita Ryan, Latin teacher, agrees with the school 

administration about the new policy. 

"1 think it's a good idea and it will wo rk," she said. 

"It is fair to all students. It's definitive, to the point." 

So far thi s school year Ryan has not had any of her 

two hundred students receive a third tardy, although a 

couple of them have had two, 

When her students are late, Ryan said she tells 

them how many tardies they have, and then she reads 

them their cOllscquenu:, which is posted right next to 

the door in her room. 

Surpri Singly, to admin istr:ltors, many students are 

reacting well. 

Bennett saicl the students are, for the most part, 

respec ting the new policv. 

"Students have beel~ getting to class on time, the 

halls are dearer," he said. "Once that warning bcll rings, 

they're hustling to class." 

Senior O livia Griffin said she feels that this year's 

tard y policy is a lot stricter but needed. 

"Hilt, it'll benefit all of us because some students 

will do better in school and have better time 

manageme nt." 

So far, G riffi n has bee n tardy to class once 

compared to last year when she was tardy about ten 

times throughout the entire school year, 

Since the new policy took effect, Griffin said some 

teachers have become pretty strict with it. 

"They' ll be like 'Oh my god! You're late! ' or they' ll 

be like 'P lease, don't be late,'" said Griffin . 

She said shc knows people who, this year, have 

been late more than two times, but she feel s it 's their 

choice if they don't care about being late to class. 

"I can understand if you're late if you're pregnant, 

but not if you're lazy," she said. 

Griffin said a lot of people are saying the new 

tardy policy is stupid, but she diagrees with them, 

According to Bennett, all of the teachers who he 

has talked to are extremely pleased with the policy. 

Only time will tell if the new tardy policy 

works . So far, according to teachers, students, and 

administrators alike, it seems to be working, 

It was pushed on by Joslyn, Benn 

said, because the museum would 

allow students or staff to park in 

parking lot. 

Therefore, there was a 

shortage of parking. 

This project does not make up j; 

that, but in some ways, it helps. 

The school had a contract 

Joslyn in wich they would r"'~nl p,, "~ ' V 

construction in the summer of 

however, the project was moved up. 

"We ended up paying for it, but ' 

was cheaper," said Bennett. 

Former principal, Jerry B 

had attended planning meetings 

Joslyn to discuss school and 

sharing land for the new stadium 

Joslyn's new lot. 

Now, principal Greg 

has been attending the meetings 

Central's current principal with 

companionship of Bennett on 

occasions, 

The new parking is 

for departmen t heads and 

Because department heads freque 

come and go sometimes with i 

to haul, Bennett said the situation i; 

appropriate. 

As a result of the new 

some different arrangements 

made in the teacher parking lot, 

New visitors spaces were 

as well as an area for teachers 

carpool. 

Unfortunately, there has been 

slight shortage of parking for 

Central staff members . 

To make up for this, the 

district has helped Central pay 

reserved parking underneath 

interstate ramp for staff members 

did not recieve spots. 

Although it was not a 

change to Central, Bennet said that it 

was something that was needed and 

would hopefully help out those who 

needed to be closer to the schooL 
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. Protestors stand in the designated areas protesting the Neo Nazi riot. Among the protestors were Central students, senior Elizabeth Erikson and senior Ben Brich . 

. The Omaha Police Department stepped it up a notch on security when it came to the riot. They were armed with wooden sticks, bullet-proof vests, plastic hand 

~ ~" :;' I ~ a -;;; n"d. gu _'l~ ; ~: 8'1e, ~f t~~p'rQ,~~-1'~~ against iII?~lJJ \"l-""igr~tion p.rpudly hqlds.a sign tha~ rea~s . "White Pride ~orldwide." Protes~ors also spat on th~ Mexican fl~gs 
. a .vanetY ot:derog8l:0ry srurs. One of ttie Inlih'9 flags proudly carried by Neo NaZIS dl,lrnig the protest displays the swasttlka . . 5. A protestor with the National 

.Srl"I,~Ii,.t Movement'screams Insults at the angry crowd. • . 

Neo Nazis protest Mexican Consulate 
Continued from eN azi' on page lA 

Among those protesting the riot was Central High School senior Elizabeth Er

ik,on who said she and her friends attended the rally because she had heard a lot of 

publ icity about it on the news. 

She said they had also had a discussion about it in English class and she decided 

it sounded as ifit was going to be something she would be interested in . 

She said she thought it would be interesting to see and more than likely some

thing she wouldn't forget. 

"It was a realization of how much hate is right in front of your face," she said. 

" l ll ~s c are regular p'eople. We pass them everyday." 

She and her friends proudly wore shirts they received from a fellow protestor 

reading "Import Immigrants, Not Ignorance" that were sponsored by www.myspace. 

Finally, around 2 o'clock that afternoon, after a large crowd of protestors had 

aSlembled allowed area, several men, women and children alike, clad in recreations of 

the traditional Nazi uniform marched to the front of the Mexican Consulate, with 

right arms raised high . 

Three hundred Neo Nazis filed into their marked area, a banner displayi ng their 

orga nization, another bright red banner with a swastika on it and another black ban

ncr with "White Pride Worldwide" stretched across it. 

' [hey were also pushing for their supporters to vote for John Taylor Rowls for the 

upcoming presidential election. 

Immediately, the shouting rose as if someone had turned up the volume on a 

large stereo. 

To drown out the screaming crowd, a chosen spokesmen, with the aid of a mega

phone, told the protestors a story to introduce the organization's argument. 

Their story was of a 9-year-old boy who miscommunicated with an illegal im

migrant who didn't understand English. 

Allegedly, the immigrant was driving on a flat tire and the boy waved him down 

to warn him of his car's danger. Thinking the boy was insulting him, he got angry. 

As a result, he said the immigrant murdered the boy by putting an ax in his 
head. 

Interrupted by shrill laughter and screams from both sides of the protest, they 

Went on to talk about other races. 

EDUCATION SERVICES 

"The blacks won their social revolution! Great for them! They can have their 

Black History Day!" they shouted. H owever, they always brought everything back to 

white supremecy. "But what about White History Day?" 

The N eo Nazis also had some opinions of the war iri Iraq to argue. 

"H ow can you fight terrorism if you have open borders with another country?" 

they asked. "If you want to be a part of this country, pick up an M16 and go to Iraq!" 

Finally, they addressed America as a whole. 

"It doesn't matter what these pro-diversity scum say! We speak English! ]f you 

don't, go home!" one protester insisted. "The citizens of today are not loyal to their 

country! You guys are weak! You're nothing! You'll never be nothing!" 

Though Erickson said she loves controversy, which is what mostly drew her to 

the rally, she was shocked by the Neo Nazi's display. She said she certainly had never 

seen anything like it. 

"A part of me wanted to leave," she said. H owever, she believed that by leaving, 

she would be showing the Nazis that they won and by not showing, she would be 

holding her voice on a subject she cared about. 

She said that if ever this were to happen again, she wasn't sure if she would advise 

srudents to attend. 

Senior Ben Brich, who was also in attendance with Erikson, agreed and said that 

if students attended, they would be feeding into what the Nazis wanted: a reaction 

and attendance. 

Brich felt that srudents should stand up for what they believe in. 

'Tm a peaceful person and I believe in all human rights," he said. 

He too was in shock at some of the things done and said at the protest. It wasn't 

as crazy and large as he said he would have liked to have seen it, but nevertheless, he 

was amazed. 

People claimed the riot was supposed to have been a part of Omaha history be 

ing as nothing like this had ever happened in the city before. 

"It's cool to be a part of history," Brich said. "But at the same time, this isn't a 

good thing." 

Brich said he thought the Nazi protest was simply promoting hypocracy, igno

rance and spreading hate. Something the world didn't need any more of. 

Mter hearing them in person, he said he associates much more autrocity to the 

Nazis then he usually did after hearing about them in history class. 

However, Erikson and Birch alike said that they were proud to say they went and 

were grateful for the experience. 

School Bus Drivers Needed for Laidlaw 

1804 Paul St 

Omaha. NE 68102 
341.6799 

Wages starting at $13.13 an hour 

Apply at: 

3333 Keystone Dr 

Omaha., NE 68) 34 

572.6160 

14001 L St. 

Omaha. NE 68137 
896.0142 
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Freshman 
• 

overcomes Size, 

joins drumline 
BY ARYANNAH CONRAD 

When drum I ine tryouts rolled around there seemed to be a general reaction 

about freshman Luke Compton 's size. Everyone was curious about how or what 

he was going to play. 

" When I saw that he was auditioning for drum line I wasn't sure if 1 should 

be concerned or nOI," said junior Todd Alba, one of the drum line section leaders. 

"I wasn 't sure ifhe could march with the drum he could play." 

Complon was diagnosed with achondroplasia (dwarfism) Ihree months 

before he was born. Doctors said it was due to a spontaneous mutat ion ofa gene 

somewhere in his body. 

Despite his disability, Compton persists in being involved with music. 

Though he says he' ll play "anything percussion that there is", his favorite 

instrument is the snare drum. 

Though unsure of the outcome, he decided trying out for drum line was a 

must do. 

"Walking into tryouts 1 didn 't know what to expect," said Compton, "I was 

nervous abo ut not knowing anyone but right away people started saying hi so it 

wasn 't as bad." 

Compton has been in the percussion line for four years. He joined Omaha 

Area Youth Orchestra (OAYO) in middle school and fell in love wilh music. 

As one of three freshmen who plays cymbals on the drum line, he enjoys 

his posi tion as well as all of the members. Luke is one of twenty people on the 

line. 

Everyone has welcomed him with open arms and a willingness to help him 

however and whenever il is needed. 

Junior Nicholas O'Bradovich attended Lewis and Clark Middle School w ith 

Compton and believes in his talent for music. 

"No one doubted him because not only is he a good musician he is a great 

member of the drum line," O'Bradovich sa id. 

When it came time for drum camp and band camp Compton was ready. 

Learning all the music was just the first step. Soon after he had to learn the drills 

tradit ionally marched at foo tball games and in competitions. 

" It was something new so I was going to have to have to learn quick," said 

Compton. "I had to learn to take bigger steps cause my legs are shorter than 

everyone else's." 

All oflhe members of the drum line are proud of the hard work and effort 

Compton has put forth and they are all anxious for the years to come. 

Percussion director Tom Cosby said that working with Compton is no 

different than working with any other member of the drum line. 

"He is like a spider," said junior Kolbey Wallington. "No matter how many 

times they get knocked down they get up and keep going." 

In the future, Compton hopes to become a Music Major and he is purs uing 

music as much as poss ible to do that. 

Whether playing at home, at drum line practices, with his frie nds or at 

OAYO, Compton plans to li ve a life of music and sees no quitting in his future. 

"Of course I will stick with it! " Compton sa id. "And if I don't my dad will 

push me to, so I plan on sticking to it." 

PHOTO BY PATRICK BREEN/ YEARBOOK, REGISTER 

Freshman luke Compton performs with the rest of the drumline during the half 

time performance at Central's first game. Compton said that even though he 
doesn't play his choice Instrument, he stili loves the percussion line. 

'S Aerobics ROOM 
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$30 o ff 
tuxedo rental 

*must present coupon 
(not good with any other offer) 
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German exchange student cherishes time in America 
BY BRlTrNEY MlUER 

I n an effort to foster diversity and promote foreign 

rcla tions, Central High School has become home to a new 

fore ign exchange student this year. 

Senior Johanna Ruyter arrived in the United States 

this past August hoping to learn firsthand the American 

culture specifically in academia. 

Her first impression of America that it was "more 

open" than other countries. 

Mter receiving information from her teacher about 

NACEL Open Door Foreign Exchange Program and 

hearing about from a friend who had been a participant, 

Because 

she leaped on the opportunity. Fittingly, NACEL is 

derived from the French word "nacelle" which refers 

to historical balloon explorers'spirit of adventure and 

discovery. 

Though Ruyter was embarking on her adventure for 

one whole year to live in a different country with a whole 

different family, her parents were supportive and excited 

about the idea. 
"If you want to, do it!" said her mother. 

Ruyter found her trip to the states to be relaxed until 

she made it to her host family's home. 

"It's more open here than other countries," she said. 

"I was not nervous when I was on the plane. But when I 

was about to arrive at my new families house I got really 

nervous!" 
Ruyter's first impression was that people are very 

friendly. Johanna's eyes grew large as she said how big the 

houses, buildings and everything else is here compared to 

Germany. 
Gening the full effect of the American culture was 

the most exciting part of Ruyter's trip, she said. She 

found it interesting how close and personal the family 

members were with one another. 

Though Johanna said she misses home, she never 

gets homesick. Her American mother told her not to call 

her mother in Germany because hearing her voice would 

make her miss home and it would be so much harder. 

Most Likely To Succeed 
Is Still Up For Grabs. 

"Yes, I cried a bit at first," she said. 

To prevent feeling homesick even more she does 

not call her friends. Instead, Ruyter communicates with 

people back home through e-mails. 

Being in the foreign exchange program has afforded 

her opportunities to travel even outside of Nebraska. 

Before school started, her family took her to Mount 

Rushmore in South Dakota. 

Life in America has been a stark contrast to her life 

in Germany. Back at home, she was released at 1 0' clock 

from school as junior though seniors were in school until 

30' clock. 

The earlier you start, the sooner you'll 

American activities, according to Ruyter, are very 

similar to those she remembers in Germany. She said at 

home she liked to hang out with friends, play tennis and 

soccer and swim. 

be prepared for life's expensive times, like college. One part of the American culture, she finds unusual 

is the wealth of violence especially with guns. 

Who 
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"Guns are not allowed to anyone unless you are the 

police," Ruyter said. 

Gang violence, she said, is not popular where she is 

from so there is linle gang violence. 

In Germany, she said there is not as much violence 

as there is here in the states, as she has recently seen on 

the news. 

Ruyter watches the news often andwas in awe at the 

Omaha coverage recently when two men were both killed 

in one week. 

"I have never seen so many people get killed before," 

she said. 

Taking the positive experiences with the negative 

is representative of the purpose of the NACEL foreign 

exchange program. 

According to the Web site, NACEL.org, host 

families are "aware that today's youth need to be world 

citizens." 

fnbomaha.com For Ruyter, becoming a "world citizen" has been 

defined as being strong on her own, understanding 

various cultures and cherish ~ ng her rare experience 
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Life is Full of Options 
* Free eyebrow arch with haircut 

(14$ nlue) 

*Free haircut with hair color 
(28$ value) 

* Free Aveda makeup application 

With a half hour facial and updo 
(45$ value) 

4950 Dodge St. 

402.344.4336 8-8t-f 8-5sat 

Aveda Concept Salon 

www.mattwaynesalon.com 
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• "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging 

the freedom of speech, or of the press, or of the right of the 

people to peaceably assemble, and to petition the government 

for a redress of grievances." 

First Amendment of the United States, ratified Dec. 15, 1791 

Greg Emmel 
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ADVISER 
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mul tiple referrals, mayb~ even skipping class excessively. Now, in gym class, no one will give a high-five after to tell the difference between wrong and right. Life does 

-n,e majority of students and school staff members a good basketball shot. Play productions will lose their not exist in black and whIte, but numerous shades of gray 

wou ld have to agree that in all of these cases the students masterful effect since the actors will have lost the emotional and yellow and red and blue and purple and every other 

deserved those suspensions. After all, the students must take connection between themselves. imaginable color. . 

responsibility for their actions and suffer the consequences, All this rule does is produce emotionless individuals Furthermore, how is it poss ible that the school o fficrals , 

whatever they may be. who fear any physical contact. This rule is making a and, more importantly, the paren ts of the students dIsmISS 

But, some schools are going too far with their rules. generation of Americans scared to feel. students' needs for affection ' It is impossible to say that these 

A public school in Virgin ia instituted a new rule that It is this kind of mind set of this rule's creator, which adults want thei r children to feel nothing but a voi~. It IS 

completely befudd les the mind . began the dystopia society of George Orwell's "1984", where impossible to believe that these adults endorsed thIS Idea that 

"NO PH YS ICAL CO\lTACT." any form of attachment was considered anti-Big Brother. would destroy their children's emotional well-bei ng. 

Simple and conci se. In the extreme case, if this rule continues to be This apathy from the parents demonstrate how out of 

According to this new rule, no one, students nor implemented in schools, then George Orwell's world will tune society is; maybe we have gotten to George Orwell's 

teachers, Illay touch anyon e in the school. That 's no fighting, not be fiction any more. Our society will rum into that society fi lled with fear. 

of course, which is a good th ing. society where family will be seen as a disease, where EDITO RIAL Thc parents are scared of what 

But, it also means no hugs, no high-fives, no slaps on emotions are seen as a weakness, where government is ••••••••••••• they say to the school board; they will 
The OPINION of d al 

the backs, no hand holding, and no handshakes. the supreme ruler in all matters. not bring their questions or isapprov 

When they said no physical contact, they meant no There are a number of different, more effective the Register staff to them, for fear of the consequences 

physical contact. ways school can make their school environment safe. for themselves, but more importantly 

One of th e school's students, a 13-year-old boy, was There should be a restriction on excessive touching in school, their children. They do not want to be known as that family, 

immediately sent to the principal's office afte r breaking this but not just quick contact that is perfectly acceptable and in the one that is going agai nst the school board. 

rule. no way indecent or disruptive. The high-fives, hand holding, If the rules that are actually appropriate are 

His offense? Slipping his arm around the shoulders of handshakes, quick hugs provide students with the emotional implemented and enforced, wh ich in most schools they 

his girlfriend fo r five seconds durin g lunch. contact that every individual needs. already are, then there will be nothing to worry about. 

School officia ls cla im that the rule keeps crowded Of course, inappropriate behavior should not be The students will grow up to be normal, sane adults, 

hallways and cafeterias "safe and orderly". They say they want allowed. So, instead of a "No Physical Contact" rule, a "No which can not be said for the adults who either came up 

everyone in the building to fee l safe and comfortable. Fighting" rule and a "No Inappropriate Behavior" rule should with the rule or chose not to defend their children agai nst a 

Cemral Journalism But this ru le is counterproductive. The rule does not exist. bureaucratic school board. 

@ops.org make people feel safe. Now, stude nts are frightened of If tyrant rules like the "No Physical Contact" continue 
E·MAII. 
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NovaNet abandoned for OPS "Angel" 
"Successful learni ng, any time, any place, at any pace" is NovaNet's motto, but what they 

don't say is that their NovaNet program can cost anything, more likely the high, expensive 

end of the spectrum; a bank robbery if anything. 

the advantages of following Central 's curriculum and cutting the cost tremendously, since the 

program was created by the school district. 

Angel was used last year as well , but it was on ly in the developi ng stages, so the school 

could not get rid of NovaNet completely. Ce ntral H igh School has used NovaNet for years, in an efFort to help 

students gain cred its needed to graduate. But, the problem with NovaNet is 

their curri culum and their price. The Internet schooling method does not fol 

low Central's curriculum as closely as it should be, so the students taking the 

various courses are bei ng shortchanged from their education. 

EDITORIAL 
But, now that Central has students in dire need of gaining credits to move 

on from this school, students can learn more efficiently because Angel teaches so 

the student can learn at their own pace. Th~'opiNioN of 

the Register staff Therefore, the school district did make the right decision when they decided 

to switch credit recovery programs. A ngel is more efficient and less expensive 

than NovaNet. The students and the school district get the best of both worlds. 
Moreover, NovaNet, even though not providing the curriculum that 

Central wanted, charges extremely high prices. 

Thus, in an effort to both increase students' educational opportunity and to cut the cost 

for Omaha Publi c Schools (OPS) , the school district decided to stop using NovaNet after the 

end of last year. 

Now, students can make up credi ts with Angel, a similar program to NovaNet, but with 

ter 

Angel may not fix the major problem of students cont inually failing their regular 

courses, but at least the new program attempts to teach these students the material needed , 

so they can walk across that graduation stage at the Civic Auditorium in May along with all 

their peers. 

The Omaha Central Hi g h Schoo l Register 

seeks to inform its readers accurate ly as to 

items of inte rest a nd im po rta nce. 

or the Register staff. 

Letters to the editor are encouraged . 

Senior sees 
Luis Palau 
event as 
propagand 

\ 

When considering the large volume 

of signs sprinkled about Omaha's 

metropolitan area last summer, it may 

cause one to question; does a good Omaha 

Christian worship God or Luis Palau ' 

Yet, although the signs were posted to 

support a God-oriented agenda, there was 

no mention whatsoever of religion on the 

signs. 
That doesn't mean there is a problem 

with religion, Christianity or religiOUS 

gatherings. For the most part, Christiani ty 

promotes positive morals and leading an 

upright lifestyle. 

The problem lies in the secrecy. W hy 

were the yard signs, billboards, and other 

assorted advertisements lacking any race 

the fact that Luis Palau was sponsoring a 

religious festival? 

In doing so, he turned the festival 

into a trap. He claimed an innocent music 

festival and led children and teens, as a 

shepherd leads his flock, if you will , into a 

divine sales-pitch. 

Palau arrived in America from 

Argentina a youth, a born-again 12-year· 

old, and has since built himself to that 

status of an icon . Write a screenplay and 

Ebert and Roeper would give the guy two 

thumbs up. 

At least the success he has garnered 

seems to have been earned through hard 

work, but all this glory does not excuse the 

fact that he is essentially tricking kids into 

finding their faith. 

Children are supposed to find God, 

if that is their chosen path in life, through 

a righteous journey, not through a colorful .~ 

sign promising good times and music. 

His attempt is to reach kids on a 

playing field familiar to them, which is 

admirable, because kids are exci ted by 

music and technology. However, what he 's 

doing is little more than talking baby talk. 

Finding adherents by any means 

possible changes a carefully cultivated 

relationship with G od and a deeply self

affirming practice into a battle to gain 

numbers. 

Because that's how people like Luis 

Palau view the quest to find followers: as a 

battle. 

Perhaps this strikes a personal chord 

with me because of my past experiences. 

When I was in junior high school, a large 

group of my friends attended a winter 

church retreat called the "Chillout." 

Friends and church staff insisted on 

my attending, assuring me that I wouldn't 

in any way be made to feel uncomfortable 

because I hadn't accepted Christ into my 

life. 

While I didn't have "Unbeliever" 

stamped on my forehead, and I wasn't 

bombarded with hateful propaganda, I 

will never forget how lonely I felt when on 

the last day, after a strongly impassioned 

speech, all the teens were asked to stand if 

they accepted Christ. 

I shrunk back into a corner, watching 

a countless number of my peers beam with 

pride in their faith. I noticed that three 

others outcasts joined me on the floor, one 

of whom was determinedly Muslim. 

This experience didn't scar me for life. 

I didn't need therapy. No tears were shed. 

But I felt betrayed. 

That's not the type of feeling Palau 

should want to project on anyone. 

If he is fishing for success, he's using 

half- truths for bait. 

It's not a sin , what the man has done 

in Omaha, but then again, who am I to 

decide? Only God can judge Luis Palau. 

The staff s tri ves to upho ld the principl es 

o f journa lis m in a ll its proceedin gs. 
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hoices should extend to soft drinks 
In Central's halls, students file in line in front of the vending 

to get their soda fix of the day, paying already ridiculously 

prices for one bottle of soda. But, students make the choice to 

. their soda and, more importantly, drink their soda. 

Choice is one of the most important liberties in America, 

our country and other democracies are based upon. The 

of the people of whom to elect, the choice of the people to 

whatever they want td, as long as it does not hurt anyone. 

But, in a deal that was agreed upon last year, the nation's largest 

. h"""ro ,~ o distributors have agreed to halt nearly all soda sales to 

schools, claiming that this will add years and years to the lives 

Americans. 

Now, instead of regular sodas, students are being forced to 

between drinking water, juice, sports drinks, and diet soda. 

Some individuals have been calling regular soda "liquid candy" 

of the high amount of sugar it contains, but juice is also 

in sugar. Furthermore, diet soda, with their aspartame that 

cause genetic mutations, is anything but healthy, especially for 

who are still developing. 

Ridding schools of soda will not decrease the obesity rate 

teenagers; soda is not the sole problem. Obesity is caused by 

1 '"'IISlJffitnlr large portions, rather than the kind offood and drinks 

consume. 

By now students should be able to make the right decision 

it comes to what they eat and drink; they all have had the 

health classes. They know what is right, what is heal thy, and it is 

not anyone's job, except the students' parents', to decide how to best 

"Students should make their 

own choices, whether right or 

wrong because in the end, they 

will learn what is the right thing 

to drink and eat and what is not." 

EDITORIAL 
The OPINION of 

the Register staff 

maintain their children's health. 

Once again, schools have lost sight of how to best help 

students be healthy. This decision is nothing more than a political 

move for schools to demonstrate their concern for children's health 

at a pivotal time when not only parents, but also scientific experts 

and politicians have taken a firm 'moral' stance on health issues 

relating to children, especially teenagers. 

If the school is so worried about the health of the student 

population, then why, tell me, is the school still serving the fat

dipped food for lunch? Why are they serving the high sugar

concentrated pastries for breakfast? Why is the school allowing 

clubs and organizations to sell candy, the ultimate source of sugar? 

It 's complete hypocrisy. 

On one hand, the school is trying to tell their students that 

they are taking away the soda for the students' benefit, on the other 

hand, the workers of the school are shovi ng down skittles and 

unappetizing food, which reeks of unhealth;ness. 

Thus, studen ts should make their own choices, whether right 

or wrong because in the end, they will learn what is the right thing 

to drink and eat and what is not. And, the only motivation the 

students will have is to live a long healthy life. 

Srudents should have the right to choose soda and anything 

else they want to eat or drink whether in or out of school. 

Most students are often burdened with the daunting task of 

homework, sports , and other activities, and need that daily kick of 

caffeine from a coke or Mountain Dew. Not only this, but students 

deserve to be trusted by adul ts to make the right decision. Mter all, 

by the time students graduate, most of them will be old enough to 

be drafted, vote, and get married. 

Adults cannot try to shield teenagers from everything, even 

obeSity, or else, our society will soon consist of adults who are 

completely bemused by any conflict because all of theirs were fixed 
for them. 

Senior enjoys summer program with state police 
Tires screech as they come around the two-lane road at 60 

The blue sedan has four occupants who hoped nervously that 

other car didn't follow in kind. Unfortunately for them, right 

their tail, the Ford Crown Victoria came careening around the 

lights blazing, siren wailing, with "Nebraska State Patrol" 

across the side. 

One of the men in the sedan looked out the back window 

'th shock in his eyes. I pulled the cruiser within three feet of the 

car as it come to the next curve. 

following as closely as possible, 

struggled to hold the road and the 

pulled ahead. Mter an S-turn 

until a few weeks ago when I went to Grand Island to participate 

in the Junior Law Cadet Program. So much happened in that one 

week, all expenses paid thanks to the American Legion. 

We did everything. They took us on the track and taught 

us a new way to drive. They also took us on the range and showed 

us how to fire the same gun they all use, a Glock. Mine was a 22 . 

I fired all thirty rounds into three targets. One of the troopers told 

me I had done good work, and to be proud of the job I had done 

by keeping all ten shots within a short 

radius on each target. 

Knowing I was harnessing such 

the power of such force gave me an 

added sense of confidence. i looked like their getting away, but 

straightaway opened up and the 

charged to full speed to make 

the lost distance. The sedan turned 

at the end of the straightaway. 

thinking clearly, caught up in the 

'Ul'W,,,1n I began to turn but froze 

A column by Kevin Gibbs 

With each shot the gun would 

rock backward in my hands, and at first, 

I'd usually have to start aiming all over 

again . The gun would almost escape 

my grasp, but with the trooper's help, I 

and my cruiser plows off-road, down into a ditch. "We're going 

"said the instructor next to me. I slowed down in the 

"Get back on the road!" he told me. I pulled the car back onto 

and took the final turn, coming to a halt next to the blue 

as we all got out and someone else got a turn. 

I had told myself! wanted to be a police officer, but I 

."" >lri'n·. be sure without actually doing what a cop does. At least, 

maintained my hold. Soon, I was able to 

use muscle memory to bring the gun back to where it had started, 

resulting in more precise shots. 

Few things set in more fear than a vicious raging animal 

charging at you full speed with every intent to tear into you with 

all the force it can manage. So it's no surprise that I volunteered 

myself to be the chew toy for the K-9 unit's demonstration. Mainly 

I had wanted to prove to myself I could conquer any fear that would 

co me my way. If I could survive this, then I could probably survive 

anything else thi s profession would throw at me. 

Luckily for me, they insist on putting the person being at

tacked in a giant padded suit.l got into it, stood in the middle of a 

field and they took out the dog. 

1 expected a jolt of pain, or a hit that would knock me to the 

ground; I was more nervous than I had ever been in my life . Then 

the dog hit me. It felt like someone was trying to rip a pillow off 

that was super glued to my bac k. It didn't hurt at all, and I didn't get 

knocked over. I was okay, however, I doubt the experience would 

have been quite as fun without the padding. 

None of this experiencc was without a bit of sacrifice first. 

We woke up at 6:15 every morning and aid physical training. We 

had to run an obstacle course several times, run a mile, climb to the 

top of a tower of stairs over and over, and push a dead patrol car 

around as fast as possible, all within the stretch of a week. That hurt 

morc than enough . 

By the end of the week I was more in love with Law 

Enforcement than when I sta rted. I saw it took a lot of hard work, 

and plenty of training, but I don't think I would like it as much if 

it didn't. l felt I could accomplish this. 1 liked the constant change, 

and challenge. I want to do it agai n. Only next time, no one will be 

in the passenger's seat. Next time, the target won't be made of paper, 

and the gun won't need to tire . Next time, the K-9 will run with me, 

not at me. Next time, it'll be just me, the badge, the streets, and the 

rest of the thin blue line . . 

"The 10 badges haven't been working 

very well for the past.,two years, and I 

don't really expect them to this year, Most 

people refuse to wear them, and don't care 

about the priveleges they lose. I personally 

think they just get in the way and cause 

more problems than they solve." 

Kristin Wipfl.er (11) 

Senior values 
time, experiences 
in London 

NOT A STEREOTYPE 

Ever since reading Lord of the Rings 

and finding out that J.R.R. Tolkien lived in 

London, I had become obsessed with the 

country of England. 

It was all I could talk about when 1 was 

with my relatives. 1 could not wait until the 

day 1 finally went to visit the country where 

J,R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis spent their 

childhood and adult years. I had been so 

excited when I found out that 1 could fly to 

London with my dad this summer. 

I imagined visiting places where great 

playwrights and authors lived. Places where 

Shakespeare and Dickens would write their 

most famous works. Just thinking about 

wandering the streets where these people 

had walked would be enough to send a 

shiver down my spine. 

I imagined going to the house where 

Tolkien lived and just standing across from 

the room where my favorite author wrote 

his most famous books. 

Or standing in the pub in Oxford where 

a little group called the Inklings met, where 

C.S. Lewis and Tolkien would share their 

works, which would become the Chronicles 

of Narnia and Lord of the Rings, with the 

other members. 

Going to Oxford was the sole reason 

for my obsession with anything British. 

It was only until I did a project for my 

Web Design class that I found another reason 

to be obsessed about going to London. 

Theatre Land. 

In short, the West End. The Broadway 

of London. 

Thanks to one of my friends, I had 

become obsessed with Broadway and the 

theater. It was only until finding out that 

Grpt Britain had it's own Broadway that 

I realized ro~ exciting this trip to London 

could be. My excitllme'rit for London grew 

even more at the prospect of walking around 

in Theatre land. 

It was then I knew that I had to spend 

at least one day in Theatre Land, just to see 

all of those glorious theaters. Places where 

people like Dame Maggie Smith and have 

performed countless shows. 

I knew I was one of the only people 

crazy enough to wander around the streets 

just taking photos of theaters. 

The only obstacle: my dad. I knew he 

wouldn't be too wild about wandering the 

streets of London just to look at theaters. 

However, I convinced him that this 

could be the only chance I got to see some 

of those theaters. Begrudgingly he agreed to 

it. 

And when I say begrudgingly, I really 

do mean begrudgingly. 

We spent the morning wandering the 

streets of the West End before getting lunch. 

Mter lunch we wandered the streets some 

more before seeing the matinee shOwing of 

"The Mousetrap." 

It was only until my dad pointed out 

that we had to eat dinner, catch the subway 

and catch two trains that I had to admit that 

I wouldn't have time to see all of the theaters 

that I wanted to. 

Just seeing some of the familiar names 

of some of the plays and musicals made 

me feel like there weren't many differences 

between the two countries. People in both 

countries went to the shows, and come out 

feeling the same emotions. 

I had felt the same feeling of connection 

when my dad and I went to see "Wicked" in 

London. The people in the audience felt the 

same awe of amazement when the actress 

who played Elphaba flew into the air to 

perform the song "Defying Gravity" and 

laughed at all of the "Wizard of Oz" jokes 

like I did. 

And it was the coolest thing in the 

world for me that I was there when "The 

Lord of the Rings" debuted in the West 

End. 

I didn't go see it, but seeing all of the 

news coverage about a big musical debut 

was exciting. 

Seeing "The Mousetrap" made me feel 

as though I had just seen a piece of history, 

because it's the longest running play in the 

world. 

Seeing all of those theaters was the 

highlight of my trip to London. 

When my dad and I returned home 

and he sawall of the photos I've taken of 

the theaters, he groaned and said, "My day 
in hell." 

I bet if I reminded him right now of 

the experience he would repeat those exact 

words. However, I believe any amount of 

grumbling my dad did afterwards was worth 

seeing all of those theaters. 

After all, we did get to see Stonehenge, 

Victoria and Albert Museum, and other 

places. 

Okay, so maybe I didn't get to go to 

Oxford like I wanted to, but I did get to see 

the St. Martins. And that's enough to make 

me happy. 
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Staff and students abandon ID badges 
The expression specifically applies to this. 

"You can't beat a dead horse." 
But by this time, the horse is dead, its body decomposing, our bat is broken and maggots 

are festering in its eyes ... 

And we're still trying to ride it. 

The student ID tags were a noble idea. Make the student body safer from having us all 

wear identification to distinguish us from intruders. But now, after three long years, its time to 

put them down. Step away and let it rest in its hollow grave of a trash can. 

The idea was originally used in other schools, where success was limited. Just to many 

variables for the students and teachers to handle. 

longer enforce any regulations regarding the tags. 
Students might just be "fighting the system," to show their rebellion, but teachers? It 

wouldn't seem they have a reason to be against it or give up. 

All around it seems to be failing. 
The simple solution is spend the same money that is used on student ID's on something 

that would also make the school safer. 
In other schools the idea has worked. In fact,just across the border from Nebraska to 

Iowa, several schools have successfully implemented the idea, and the students have responded 

positively to it. 
The difference between those schools is the plain and simple fact that Central has 2,400 

students and the schools from western Iowa average around 400. Students would lose or forget them, teachers would not have any temporary ID's to give 

out. And with 2,400 students, the simple idea should of been too tough to pull ~~~~~~~~~ 

off. And it seemed to be. EDITORIAL 

Now, some students and faculty will say the ID tags are working. And 

they'll present a strong case. 

They didn't work the first year. .......•..... After the implementation of the tags how many child molesters, escaped 

convicts or robbers sneak into Central and hide amongst the student population? 

That's :Fi ~ht, I'm pretty sure _ ~~e l:~',!l be ~!,~~ , re · ,l< ?2 ~ng for is z~ro. 
They didn't work the second. 

The OPINION of 

Or the third. ~ , ~ . ' .. ' c. ." 1iJLJ . IJ ".J J :, 

And now the (Q1II'lI~ "ye ar has started and the continuing struggle to entorce 

the Reijister staff 
i 3 ~ "_" I _ 

And how many students nave een abducted by these cnminals? Once 

ID's is just killing funds and students' patience. 

The administration seems to still hold on to this idea of inevitability. If we just continue 

to pretend that this is permanent, maybe students will accept it. 

Maybe, oh just maybe, the students will forget individuality and rebellion and just happen 

to place the scratchy lanyard on their necks and definitely above their waist. 

again, that 's a zero. 

But that logic doesn't work. 

Its like saying, "I have an anti-polar bear magic stick." 

Someone says, "But there aren't any polar bears at Central." 

"I know, it works pretty well ." 

The system isn't protecting the kids. 

Its the nature ofluck and other protection. 
But no. Oh no, the students haven't lost their sense of teenage-hood and in fact students 

are neglecting the ID's more than ever. 

Look around the room. How many people are wearing student identification tags? A 

few? Maybe. You can count them on one hand. Perhaps even one finger. 

But no matter what people will say about the "idea" tags, the comments will fall on deaf 

ears and unchangeable minds. 

Those who don't study history become history. Is that person, that one solitary person going to make this school safer by wearing his or 

her student ID. No. 

And its not just the students who have given up on the tags. Some of the teachers no 

And that's the plain and simple fac t. The administration should study the history of this 

failure and learn from it. 

Top ten things to do with your school 10 
1 Line up paraphernalia with it. 

2 
Cover up your photo with your favorite sticker of family guy, swearing to all that you're Peter or 

Bryan. (Either one is believable.) 

3 
D eck them out with your favorite bling. (i.e. your "High School Musical" sticker you're too 

ashamed to admit you have.) 

4 Start a contest to sec who has the worst photo (winner must wear ID for the rest of the year. 

Tragic.). 

5 

6 

Remove it from it's lanyard and use it to unlock doors. One can get into some trouble there. 

(Right) 

Pretend its a credit card, swipe it at Wal-Mart and cause a scene, screaming that they're discrimi

nating against you. 

7 
Cut it into pieces and throw it at that loud little freshman that sits at the table next to yours at 

lunch. 

8 

9 

In your homeroom, 'accidently' shred it in your teacher's paper shredder. 

Exchange your ID with someone else when your teacher isn't looking. Insist that you are: "your 

friend's name." 
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Senior feels 
pressure for 

good college 

My entire senior year will be about college application; 

Every thought, every sentence, every idea will all relate 

to my applications. 
For those who think I'm crazy, I probably am. So, 

continuing on, my family stresses the importance of 

education. 
Everything has led to this point. The schools I have 

attended, the classes that I have taken, the clubs and 

extracurricular activities I have participated in, even th e tilll 

spent studying for the SAT, ACT and SAT II. (Yes, I stud" 

for them. Why? Because I want to earn an amazingly great 

score.) 
The stress only increases with the thought of my two 

older siblings who were accepted into the best univer s it i~ ,. 

My brother, Stephen, is a sophomore at Vanderbilt 

University, which is often nicknamed the Ivy League of tht 

South. 

My sister, Stephanie, is a freshman at Columbia 

University. Not the one in Missouri. The Ivy League 

Columbia. 
I shall never live down the shame ifI go to a univcr,in 

less than par with that of my siblings'. 

Starting this past June, I began the application p ro (~s;. 

For the second year in a row, I went to the East Coast 

with my father to visit various colleges, ranging from the 

Catholic University of America to Barnard Coll ege to Yale 

University, slowly deciding which one I wanted to atte nd. 

Coming home, debating which colleges would reeeire 

my application, I finally created my 'Master Wall ', one of th 

walls on my room dedicated to college-related papers and in 

the middle an organized chart of each college's forms and 

when they are due. 

Crazy, I knOw. 

But, filling out the applications are getting so tiresome. 

especially when the question you are supposed to answer are 

questions like 'What shape is your dinner table? ' or 'Write a 

note to your future roommate'. 

What do these colleges want me to write? Obvioush" 

not the truth, or else, for the second question, I would wri te, 

"} don't want a roommate and if I did get one] would u" 

some medical excuse to get out of a double room and get m ~ 

single dorm room." 

Essay after essay, the process continues, seeming nc\'c r 

to end, especially since I spend so much time making surc 

each essay matches the college's theme/ message. 

But, I only have one shot to get into a good college an 

I'm going to do everything I can to get it right, including 
• _ _ " . "!! I .1 "1' .. I I", , , I 

major orgamzatton. 

It's now a common theme in my life. 
It does help though to have siblings who did manage t 

get into those highly selec tive schools . I learned from their 

mistakes, and they give me so much advice. 

But unfortunately, they have left, which makes the 

college application process even harder than it already is. 

It'll be my mom, my dad and me. They'll be thousand, 

of miles away, and I'll be stuck in Omaha with files up to Ill ' 

ears. 
Another tearful (carefully disguised of course) deparrll! 

will happen again, and I'll reach for that same tweedy-bird 

shirt to dry my puf!)r red eyes. 

But through it all, I'll still be worried about my 

applications. About if I messed them up somehow, if my 

essay topic was not profound enough, if my scores are too 

mediocre, ifJ'm too mediocre. 

But after doing all these applications thus far has made 

me realize how much I dislike the ways I have to use to ge t 

to the top. 
In eight months, though, I'll know what college I'll 

attend. In one year, I'll be packing for a school in the N orth 

East. In less than a year, I will be laughing at what a fool 1 

have been throughout this entire process. 

But now, after only a few weeks of school, I know that 

going to Yale or Harvard is not going to dramatically chang 

my life. I can go to any college and everything will be fine. 

h may not be an Ivy League, but it will be a good 

school. 

Heck, maybe I will reject an Ivy. Then, I can join the 

Facebook group, "Yeah, I rejected the Ivy League, B .. ··", 

as opposed to the group my sister joined, "I'm in the Ivy 

League, B· .. · ." 

But, everything will go back to normal in a few month; 

I will not dream about my college applications, I \vill 

not visit the counselor's office every week, and I will not 

stress about what would happen ifI didn't get accpeted in to 

one of the greatest universities in the country. 

10 Wear it? 

PHOTO ILLISTRATION BY ALI HODGE f REGISTER 

In less than a year, though, a similar cycle will come 

into existence for me, and this future cycle will make me jl1>t 

as crazy as this college application process has made me . 

r s· 
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Mall curfews impose unfair restrictions on teens 
lal 

e de 

evi 

There's a new trend in malls these days, but it doesn't have to do with Razr 

phones or skinny-legged jeans. 

It has to do with curfews. 

These days it's become pretty common for malls across the country to enact a 

curfew for teenagers without a parent. 

For the most part, malls in Omaha haven't put a time ban on teenagers yet, but 

there is a real chance that it could happen. After all, malls in other states have already 

enforced a curfew. 

At first glance, it is reasonable to enact this new policy. Mter all, there are 

irresponsible teenagers out there. 

about being kicked out at a certain time. Adults wouldn't want to have their rights 

taken away just because of their age, and neither do teenagers. 

It's not just at the malls that teenagers are being banned. There are beaches 

where there are "kid free" zones. All because of those teenagers who don't behave 

responsibly. 

Teenagers should be worried that their rights are being disrespected in some 

popular hangout spots. 

Especially at selected malls. 

Teenagers spend a lot of time at the mall. Teen Resource Information reported 

that in 2003 that an average teenager spent more than three hours a week at one of 

those shopping temples. Malls who have banned teenagers after a certain time have reported 

that business at the mall has gotten better since the new policy was put 

in place. A mall with a curfew even reported that incidents involving the 

police have gone down since the curfew. 

EDITORIAL They have a good reason to spend all of that time in one place. 

After all, malls are fairly safe and they can hang out with their friends. 

And there's a whole lot of shopping a person can do. And a lot of 

stores a person can browse through . 

.........•••. 

Supporters of malls banning teenagers at certain times say that there 

are many teens that hang out in the mall who don't even shop there on 

The OPINION of 
the Register staff 

weekends and they shouldn't have to fight thr ~ ugh crowds of teenagers to do their 

own shopping. 

But what about those who just want to have fun with their friends without 

breaking the law or having to worry about a curfew? They deserve to be able to shop 

without a time limit. 

If a group of teenagers aren't causing trouble, then they should have the right to 

go home when they want to, without being forced to. 

And what about the rights of teenagers? 

Teenagers have the right to hang out in public places without having to worry 

Not to mention there are a lot of places to eat at the food court. 

It's a good thing for society that teenagers to hang out at the mall because they're 

not doing something illegal like selling drugs. 

For those who don't want to have to fight through crowds of teenagers, remember 

that teenagers have a right to be in the mall as well as anybody else. 

And there are teenagers at the mall who don't hang out in huge groups but with 

only one or two of their friends. It would be unfair for two friends to not be able to 

hang out at the mall at a certain time because of some of those bigger groups. 

Teenagers are treated differently from adults in the fact that they are thought 

immature and irresponsible. People should keep in mind that there are people in all 

age groups that don't behave politely. 

It 's not just teenagers. 

It is unfair to assume that all teenagers are at the mall to cause trouble, or that a 

teenagers aren't capable of behaving in a mature way. 

It's only a small percent of teenagers who cause security problems at mall: 

H owever, it is those immature teenagers who are forcing the malls to enact a teenag 

curfew. 

One of the problems with these curfews is they can be unrealistic. Some of th 

ban take place around 5:00 p.m. or 6:00. 

That's way too early for the weekend. Mter all, what teenager doesn't want t< 

hang out at the mall later on the weekends? A more reasonable curfew would be 9: 

or 10:00 p.m. 

And the thing is, not all of the malls have the same curfews. Some of the mo; 

extreme curfews take place at 3:00 p.m. N ot a lot of schools get out before 2:00. A 

the very most, teenagers would have only an hour to be in the mall where there af 

those early curfews. 

Yes, there are some reasonable curfews, but there are probably just as many th:' 

are unreasonable. 

If a teenager is without a parent in the mall, the odds are in favor that the parent. 

trust their child to behave responsibly. And most of the time that teenager will nO 

cause trouble. 

The bottom line is, these curfews are unfair for teenagers who have done noth ill. 

wrong. It is no wonder that teenagers are complaining. 

It should be the parents who decide when their children leave the mall , no 

officials from the mall. 

c 
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DANGEROUS SAFE 

Imagine with me, won't you? 

Don"\- Wo~ ("'I ~ 
\\0'\ t.er't\~lecl \Y'\ 

c..?~ '. 

You're choking. You sink to your knees, your lungs are burning, your gasping for air and your praying 

SD meone to come along and save your life. 

And they do. 

But there is a downside to your glorious rescuer. 

They're younger than your little sister, a middleschooler. 

So in the midst of your last moments, you can't help but attempt at a laugh. 

How could you trust someone who probably hasn't even hit puberty yet to be able to perform CPR in 

possibility of you passing out? 

Omaha mayor Mike Fehey, fire chief Robert Dahlquist and the medical staff at Morton Middle 

AED instructors, they were still only staff members at the schoo!. 

ffi , ~ 

~ 
m~ 

Also, the Omaha Fire department provided the needed equipment needed in training these students. 

As I read the article on the OPS web site about the success of the middleschoolers, my initial 

thought was not, "Oh! Good for them!" 

It was more along the lines of "Are you kidding me?" 

The only thing I could picture when it came to these kids actually performing CPR was them balled 

up in a corner petrified and crying - everything they learned out the window - as someone lay dying on 

the floor. 

Therefore, one has to be logical and ask: do they really expect these students to use there alleged new 

found knowledge of CPR? 

I t may be that we underestimate the power of an eleven year old, but the chances that said they could be trusted being as 279 of their students walked away with CPR 

ficates after two weeks of training. 

The students attended the two week camp to be taught the basics of CPR - two weeks 

were said to have been intense. 

ED ITO RIAL they would take a serious situation with grace and think clearly is highly unlikely. 

Th~" OP"INioN of To be honest, what keeps these students from treating something as serious as this any 
. differently than their education, which is also serious. 

How intense no one is quite sure. .. " 
, . ll<{' L, { ,j.t ,"· O , .r) l h(Ct , ""'1'- ' ,,-.' ....... .,rrp'· 

It would have to have been intense enough for a twelve year old to actuilly retain the 

CI , .... JheReglster..staff .. ,'" . "J Wnen · s rliil ~ nf~ · c an't evm-bemtstecl"m-hand in their ath·"as i nment wh then 
l '(d /nlJubJ h [I)~ ,j n d iJ11 JtJlrIo '1r;d' h ,(I DlI1 , d ' lifi ~ :J:)'I, Wn ~ uJ :J ~~ " I U <J ~''' '' _ 

shoW t ey be truste to save someone s e. 
uable information. '. 

Nev,!:rtheles~, Catherine Bettin; M~rtan's school nurse praises the decision to do this, claiming that 

were "very lucky to have been involved in this innovative program.' 

Students don't wake up and become interested in English or history or biology. Even when they 

do become interested in it, it usually isn't strong and the interest develops in a lot lengthier time slot than 

two weeks. 

This group of middleschoolers was the single largest group to accomplish certification at the same 

in the state of Nebraska. 
They can't really be expected to be passionate about this like they would the new Halo video game. 

Now, let 's say a student is choking in the lunchroom at Mortan Middle school and one ofthese 279 

For that, they were rewarded and praised in a school-wide assembly in which the Mayor spoke at. 

Whether or not this was the most successful group to earn cetification in the state of Nebraska is 

uncertain, however. And whether any of these children will remember anything from this "intense" 

certified students steps forward and says they can help, is an adult really likely to allow them to do so? 

And if not, then why train them? 

And if so, how comfortable would they be? 

once they are faced with the horrifYing situation first hand and are watching someone die, that is 

as well. 

May J remind you that again, this is one of those students who are weeks behind in their Spanish 

class and has just received another detention for being tardy to school for the twentieth time, say. 

Even though the large group of tweens were taught by certified American Heart Association CPR! As valuable as the skill is, it was more then likely an unrealistic request to ask a student to perform 

opulation has no effect on peoples' intellegence 
Rural and urban life are definitely different ways ofliving. 

Compare not only the environment (the rural with the few 

tidings and the multitude of green and animals, and the urban with 

skyscrapers and fast-paced commuters with their blackberries and 

work hours)', but also their education. 

If looked at, education in both places seem the same. After all, 

r dllcatlon is the same everywhere. 

But, a recent federal study produces results that showed rural 

ts perform better in school than their urban peers. 

But this study proves nothing other than that the average test 

is higher in rural communities. 

This might seem like an enormous problem for urban students, 

educators and parents need to realize what an education is all 

and how invalid these results truly are. 

Rural students make up less than one-third of all of the students 

in the country. 

Therefore, since there is such a great disparity in the number of 

students from each environment, the study does not mean that there 

are more intelligent individuals who live in small towns than in cities . 

- The rural students all could have scored average 

experiences and opportunities. The most successful people in society 

are ones that were not math or science geeks or English prodigies. 

In urban areas, especially the larger cities of America, students 

have opportunity after opportunity after opportunity to learn. 

Actually going into an art museum and seeing Pieter Bruegel's 

"Children's Games" will broaden that student's artistic 

with a lower range of scores, which ensured them an 

average rating. But, the urban students could have had 

a wider range of scores, ranging from perfect scores to 

below average. 

EDITORIAL 
perspective than if that same student had just seen it in a 

book without its full power of majesty. 

Saying that rural students are better than urban 

ones would not only be a premature prejudice but also 

a misinterpretation of data. 

............. 
The OPINION of 
the Register staff 

Interning at a major corporation gives the student 

more life knowledge than students in rural areas 

who rarely even have the chance of seeing how big 

business works. 

Furthermore, education is not just about facts. It is also about 
But, on the other hand, rural students have the opportunity to 

experience a major importance for the American economy. The 

LETTERS, E-MAILS, FAXES, POLLS, CARTOONS 
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be in 2 weeks? 

nior thinks tardy policy better last year First days of school steady for freshman 

Editor, 

The way the tardy policy works this year is a little harsh. It should be the same 

last year. Students will not be tardy as much if it's back to normal because you will 

doing them a favor. 

Thomas (11) 

hool soda machines should stay 
Editor, 

I really think they should put the soda machines back because alot of people get 

=".n .. < ~ . and need things to drink. And its convinient to the students because they can 

it with them at all times, so they don't have to wait to go get a drink, 

me Schmidt (10) 

thinks teens old enough for soda 

Editor, 

Why remove the soda machines? I mean, how old are we? We can at least handle 

soda machine! I find this utterly rediculous, they have no reason to go that far and 

~...I I " "UVe our only soda machines. 

Silva (9) 

da machines valuable resource 
Editor, 

don't think they should remove soda machines because everyone uses them. If you 

a long tiring day or you just got out of gym and it was boiling hot outside, you 

want a pop. I know I would. Also some people have dehydration problems 

need to drink regularly. You may say drink from the water fountain, but I know 

a student here at Central, you don't always get a chance. 

ne Dunn (9) 

Healthy options should replace soda 

Dear Editor, 
I think soda machines should be removed because they promote unhealthy 

decisions! I think in place should be healthy choices, like flavored water and juices. 

Jessica Hawthorne (10) 

Dear Editor, 

Since I'm a freshman, my first day was with all the little people, so it was easy. It 

was boring, but easy. Then the next day, the official first day, was a whole other story. 

Adding 2,000 more people to the mix really made a difference. J t was still good 

though. 

Chase Erickson (9) 

School main source of soda for student 
Dear Editor, 

I don't want them to take the soda machines out. 1his is the only pl ace I ever 

get to drink pop so I think a lot of people would be mad if they got that taken away 

from them. 

Cody Dvorak (9) 

Junior sees constant failure for 10's 
Dear Editor, 

The ID badges haven't been working very well for the past two years, and J don't 

really expect them to this year. Most people refuse to wear them, and don't carc 

about the priveleges they lose. I personally think they just get in the way and calise 

more problems than they solve. 

Kristin Wipfler (11) 

Reasoning to rid school of soda 
Dear Editor, 

I believe the removal of the soda machines is a great idea. Studies have shown that 

when students don't drink pop, they are more attentive and entergetic. Plus, pop 

slows down metabolism and is unhealthy. Also students won't waste money. 

Hannah Niebaum (11) 
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Teens try new sport despite risks 
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CARTOON BY ANITA HODGEJ REGISTER 

Does getting hit in the head repeatedly sound person's safety. 
After all, enough punches to the head 

cuase a person to go blind. 
like fun for you? 

Apparently, it does for some people. 

The latest to be added to the list of teenage 

stupidity is a sport called helmet boxing, also known 

as "locker boxing." 
In this "sport" teenagers actually try to knock 

other teenagers unconscious simply by hitting the 

opponent's head. 

As hard as possible. 

Repeatedly. 
Whichever boxer becomes unconscious first, 

steps out of bounds, loses the helmet or gives up is 

the loser. 
Because these matches aren't held in front 

of adults, there's no telling how many teenagers 

participate in this sport. However, 

No wonder doctors are concerned 

possible damage to the brain at a time when 

brain is still growing. 

Why do teenagers do it anyway? 

Because it'll make them seem tough in f 

their friends if they win? 

So they can be all over the internet and 

their fifteen minutes of fame? 

Those reasons are pathetic. 

It may be fun for those who want to 

a professional boxer, but it doesn't excuse 

irresponsibility of not being supervised by a 

who knows what he or she is dOing. 

It says something 

it's becoming more and more popular 

wi th teenagers, which is a cause for EDITORlAL 
American culture when teenagers 

such a violent, stupid and 

concern. Th~·OPiNioN of thing for fun. 

Besides being stupid, this is a 

very dangerous thing to do. This game 

could lead to permanent brain damage 

the Register staff All of the violence 

as well as other injuries. 

What's worse is that it's a friend who is giving 

their friend those injuries. 

Helmet boxing has been considered by some 

doctors almost the same thing as regular boxing, 

which has been declared unsafe for children to do. 

It doesn't make sense why teenagers are deliberately 

risking their safety for a few minutes of "fun." 

People don't see teenagers boxing on television 

in professional matches, so they shouldn't be doing 

it in secret. 

At least in professional boxing there are referees 

who are there are control the situation should it get 

out of control. 

Who is going to keep the si tuation from getting 

out of control when it's only a bunch of teenagers? 

Parents? 

Other teenagers? 

A professional referee paid to keep an eye on 

the kids? 
No, none of those choices seem very likely. 

, " ".M.Wlall, a referee would probably cost a lot of 

money,· parunts probably wouldn't want their child 

helmet boxing and teenagers arc the ones throwing 

all of the punches. 

And let's face it, it only takes one punch, and 

someone could end up with a serious concussion or 

another head injury. 

Or even worse, in a coma or dead. 

All of which could ruin a person's life. 

As further proof of the immaturity of the 

helmet boxers, a lot of these helmet boxing matches 

make their way onto YouTube, where millions of 

viewers can watch. 

Sad. 

Even though teenagers who do helmet boxing 

are protected by helmets, it still doesn't guarantee a 

with helmet boxing is unnecessary. 

What kind of an example 

set for younger kids? 

People asyoungas 13 years old have partici 

in helmet boxing matches. 

And younger kids probably see the matches 

YouTube and are influenced to actually try it out 

themselves when they're older. 

Helmet boxing ranks right up there with 

choking game in terms of danger and stupidity. 

Both games have the potential to very 

but teenagers do them anyway. 

These teenagers can actually break the 

their body by doing helmet boxing. 

With one strong punch a person could 

nose or something. One of the players reported 

to get stitches in his chin. 

Having to get stitches is a total waste of 

especially when it could have been avoided in 

first place by not helmet bOxing. 

Do teenagers actually get a kick out of 

to knock a living person unconscious? 

Apparently so. 

. ~PMJtn~y. ~ey , \I,ef.cA . t9 J .Agh..~ l t9 J h , ave fun 
thelf fnends. Gomg to the mall or the 

doing it anymore for teenagers. 

It iooks as if more teenage~s are resortjng 

actual violence for fun instead. of the violence' 

video games. At least in video games living 

beings are not being harmed. 

Parents need to be more aware of hel 

boxing and discourage this type of behavior. 

The teenagers who helmet box need to grow 

and stop endangering themselves and their f 

Is the hospital bill really worth the victory' 

Teenagers need to realize the dangers 

come with helmet boxing and stop doing it. 

are only encouraging the thought that all 

are irresponsible. 

Students should support local non-commercial theate 
Omaha has been making recent efforts to edge its foot in the door of the indie 

world, and some of these efforts have been making an impact. An example of this 

impact would be the new Hlmstreams movie theater, a project worthy of funding. 

Everything about it pulses with a typical "independent" vibe: the theater itself 

is a 501(c)3 nonprofit, it was built right next to Slowdown, the new 

attend an occasional Dundee Theater screening, but Filmstreams is home to two 

screens and, thus, another source of outreach. 

And, if anything, it adds to the quality of the downtown area. 

It lies only a few blocks out of the Old Market, and it is widening the scope of 

available nighttime attractions . 

It makes for the first film screen downtown in years. Saddle Creek venue, and it is currently working in partnership with 

Saddle Creek. EDITORlAL As a theater displaying films not commonly appreciated or even 

heard of by the general public, the theater obviously lacks the funding 

of a typical venue. 

It plays contemporary independents, foreign films, and 

documentaries as well as aged classics, a program that has attracted 

attention from the likes of Alexander Payne, the up-and-coming 

Omaha director who gave a presentation at the theater's opening. 

The OPINION of 
the Register staff 

How many people from this generation know the story behind 

the career for Hal Ashby, whose film is currently playingr 

This was obviously a positive step forward in Omaha's cultura development. 

Omahans can sometimes be ignorant to the amount of creativity and artful 

conception that can go into a movie. 

Most only have access to titles like "Beerfest" and "Saw II," movies that offer 

mindless entertainment, with little depth or ingenwty in the making. Perhaps they 

It is to be expected that people won't line up around the block to see William 

Burroughs' "Naked Lunch" on the silver screen, especially when they could rent it 

instead, in the comfort of their own home, and for less money. 

Since only one screen is designed to play new movies and the other is for old 

ones, that means one screen is subject to the drawback of paying a movie also on 

DVD, and the other isn't marketable to a large audience. 

That s why anyone with the slightest intention of seeing a movie at 

Filmstreams should seriously consider becoming a member. In order to keep this 

cultural asset a part of the community, funding is required. 

If questioning the benefits, don't just consider the films being played. 

Filmsreams has many ambitious plans to prOvide outreach programs, 

It hosts forums, question and answer sessions with professionals, lectures and 

film appreciation and education for teenagers. This is the real attraction, the part 

that makes it stand out from any other theater, even the Dundee. 

Not that it will ever overshadow or run Dundee to the ground. As a 

it will have enough trouble keeping itself afloat. 

That's why it shouldn't be ignored. Anyone interested needs to purchase a 

membership, or take some step to allow this project to continue. 

It is a theater reaching out to teens, attempting to turn them into better 

Perhaps this could be what might motivate even more Alexander Payne's 

to emerge from Omaha. 

Junior values, regrets choices made everyday 
"Would you be the god parent?" 

Choices are presented to you everyday. 

From the moment you wake up, you have the almost impossible decisions to 

make. What to eat for breakfast? Wearing pants or shorts? 

But sometimes choices present a much bigger dilemma. 

Like that which effects everyone's lives. 

Recently, one of my friends called me up,just like any 

other time. Greeting me cordially, with a laugh and quick 

talk about sports. But then, he told me words which will be 

implanted into my memory forever. I still hear the burning 

words every time I think of him. 

"I'm going to be a father." 

I don't remember my initial thought, or even if I had 

any. My voice had been lost in a sea of confusion. He 

continued in his excited manner, asking ... 

"Would you be the godparent?" 

And he was good. Like really good, always a captain. 

And I remembered how every time, no matter who else was on the field he 
would pick me first. 

Always first. I didn't think of it at the time, but he would pick me because of our 

friendship. He would pick our friendship over winning. 

And once again. He picked me again. But this time to 
be the godparent ofhis child. 

I chocked back my words. He was too young to be a 

father. I too young to be a godparent. 

He asked me again. 

My mind wandered back to our childhood. Back to 

our youthful folly. Everyday after school I would head over 

to his house. 

We would play almost anything, and sometimes nothing. 

That's what was great. No matter whether we played sports 

or video games or just talked, it was always fun . 
Once again, I can't recall my first reaction, but I 

remember fading off the road, before coming to my senses 

and pulling over to the side. 

A column by Patrick Breen 
He was one of the nicest kids you'd ever meet, always 

agreeing with you on any subject. 

"What?" 

I had been friends with him since] was old enough to remember my friends . 

We were the best of pals for the longest time. 

We had gotten into and out of trouble, leaving only glimpses of hilarity in our 
rear view mirrors . 

And now, he had gotten a girl pregnant. 

I remembered being kids. I remembered playing 'Pokemon' in his backyard. And 

kickball. I was terrible, probably the most unathletic person in the neighborhood. 

But why would he do this? 
He was my best friend. I said it to myself several times. 

I felt anger rise in my throat, before I caught it and choked it down. He was just 

18, barely old enough to buy cigarettes or die for his country. 
And now ... 

And now he was going to bring a child into this world. 

The automobiles whizzed past my stuck car and I thought through everything 
that brought us to this point. 

The question still hung in the air like a balloon refusing to except its fate of 

making its final resting place on the ground. 

He couldn't be a father. He didn't have a job. 

He still lived with his parents in the basement, playing video games and 

to his new girlfriend over the phone. . 

A syringe had been shoved into my chest, past the arteries and straight into 

heart. The hole left me hurt and I was breathing heavily. 

The seconds pause felt like a lifetime and I felt my heart give as I said the 

I needed to. 

"No." 

Then, the syringe retracted my heart. I felt a great emptiness fill in its 

waited on no breath for his reply. 

The brief word was followed by another awkward pause. I mouthed the 

I'm sorry, but neither breathe nor voice came from my mouth. 

"Oh ... Okay," he said. 

The hole in my heart deepened. I'm sorry. I'm so sorry, I thought. 

There was short common talk afterwards, but I knew it hurt. 

I t hurt both of us. 

I had known him my entire life, but now, I would know him no more. When 

hung up, I turned my blinker on and entered back into traffic. Forever leaving i 

on the 24th Street exit. 

All those times. At that time, every moment and moment of our friendship 

been lost. My mouth was dry, my eyes were moist, and my sadness cast its cloud 
that day. 

We haven't talked since, and I don't think he'll ever call again. 

We are all presented with choices everyday. Some will change your life. 
sure you choose correctly. 

I wish I had. 



Harry Potter 
The Harry Potter phenomena ends with a 

bang with the release of the final book 

ARTS, PAGES 14-15 

"Daddy Day Camp" 
"Daddy Day Camp" fails to impress 

audiences and be original 

ARTS, PAGE 13 

Band prepares 

for more 
competitive 

season 
BY AU HODGE 

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

Every day for a week this summer the students of the 

marching band gathered for a necessary 101 in marching 

and also received individual help in sectionals. 

All over the summer when other students were hang

ing by the pool. 

7:15 a.m. on school days. 

Band students are filing out on the field for their regu

lar early morning practice . Tired, cold and slightly unwilling 

some of the time, they start to rehearse. 

6:00 - 8:00 p.m. Tuesday nights. 

The musicians march on the field, perfecting their mu

sic and form as their peers are at home watching television 

and doing homework. 

5:00 p.m. 

Again, they gather together Friday night for either a 

football game or a competition. Many students don't even 

go home most Friday nights being as their rehearsals are so 

demanding. 

Why so much practice? 

The band as a whole has decided to be more competi-

tive and active for the upcoming marching season. 

Why more competitive? 

Simple. 

The marching band, along with their directors, think 

the band is more than capable and want to compete. 

Last year the Central High marching band marched 

at events such as the Omaha Marching Invitational just in 

exhibition, which means they .were only there to perform. 

But at the end.o£last season, the band expressed that 

they would like to be there for real. 

, _.·For competition. 

They expressed their feelings in a poll that was taken 

up. 

The survey was taken up at the end of the 2007 march -: 

ing season and had on it questions asking the students 

anything from whether or not they would like to compete 

more or travel more often to what they thought of mid

week rehearsals. 

Band director Pete Wilger still has those results hang

ing in his office and refers to them every time he schedules 

an event or practice. 

He truly has tried to take his students' requests to 
heart. 

Wilger said that according to the results of the poll, 

80% of the musicians wanted to be more active as a band. 

As a result, Wilger has stepped it up a notch and 

pushed the band to their limits . 

Limits of potential that is. 

"The band overall has been positive," said Wilger. "And 

they seem to be, in my opinion, a positive bunch. " 

The band this year will be involved in all of the events 

they were involved in last year and a few more. 

Some of which are the Omaha Marching Invitational, 

the Omaha M arching Exhibition, which will be held at 

Central this year, and smaller things such as Dundee Days 
Parade. 

The way Wilger had his band preparing is by put

ting together sectionals and practices weeks before school 

started. They also have zero hour practi ces before their first 

hour band class, and practices for two hours every Tuesday 
night. 

He said he realizes the students work very hard and 

he knows they put in a lot of work, but he thinks they are 

doing really well and have a lot of potential. 

"So far it's going really well," he said. "We have a posi

tive start to our year. I'm very optimistic." 

Sophomore Bridget Monson, a flute player in the 

marching band, said the preparation schedule is harder then 

people realize . 

She said it really takes a lot out of you to march 

consistently for two and a half hours. All of which is done 
wi thout a break. 

She said that it may look easy from the stands, but it 

takes a vast amount of concentration to do it right. 

"I think we have a lot of capability," said Monson. "We 

work really hard and I think it's paying off." 

Monson said as hard as the band works, it usually all 

comes together for games and performances, which will be 

really good when they get to actual competitions. 

"Most of the band is very capable except for the few 

that don't go to Tuesday night practices. If they miss one 

practice, they miss a lot because we work at a really fast 
pace." 

Monson said competitions are so much morc difficult 

then just performing at games. 

They're actually nerve wrecking. 

UnLike games, judges and audiences are actually 

watching them and listening to the music. Not only that, 

but there are judges on the field watching your form and 

your pulse. 

Or in other words, watching how well you march 

together and how in-step you are. 

Overall. she said she loves being competitive with the 

band because it boosts their reputation. 

Such as at D undee Days Parade. she said. They think 

the Central High School marching band is the best in the 

district, which may not be the truth, but is flattering just 

the same. 

"It gives our band a'good. active reputation," she said. 

"Which is good for both us and the school." 
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Students try 

out for "Idol' 
Continued from IDOL on page llC 

Junior Allen Bentley made his way to the arena tl) 

contestant for the show and hoped for a promising audi 

"1 thought it (the audition) would be a great . 

he said. 
Bentley said to vocally and mentally prepare, he 

into the mirror for about two months straight , H e said 

helped because it gave him confidence in his postu re 

singing. He also videotaped himself singing about 10 

as well. 
He had participated in Omaha H eartland" 

competition and came in second place: He said it hclped 

prepare for thc the American Idol auditIOn because It \Val 

first time he sang his audition song in front of a crowd. 

"1'm really into music," he said . 

For his audition Bentley sang the song "To M ake 

Feel My Love" by Garth Brooks for the j udges. He 1;lId 

chose that song because it was different. 

Although he didn't' make it past the second round, 

plans to audition every year he could in the future bccau" i 

was a good learning experience. He said he learned from , 

audition how to prepare for next year and how the a 

process went. He found it was helpful for other audition,. 

Beforc auditions he was pretty nervous because he 

how hard it would be to make it to the next round. 

M L' ed the 10 to buy some alcohol for his friends, who Two cops, played by Bill Hader and Seth Rogan, check the fake ID card ~f one of the t:enagers. F~gell , also known as COVin, us 

He said he went to the Qwest Center at] 1 p.m. on. 

7 to register to audition and stayed until 7 a.m. or 8 ,1.11'. 

Aug.8. want to impress some girls. While most of the humor was inappropriate, It had the audience laughing. 

Non-stop humor makes film succeed 
Bentley said he got in to audition on Aug. 10 after 

or threc hours of getting into the Qwest Center. D uri nt.; 

time th e prod ucers got ready for the auditions and th ere' 

a group song that was sung, 

"The whole arena was packed," Bendey said. 

Around 800 people audition ed before he did and 

eight people got through to the next round. 
perfect . 

BY PATRICK BREEN 
Evan, on the other hand just wanted to be better friends with his crush since grade school, 

Bentley said there wcre 20 to 25 tables in the aren,t 

up and groups of fou r people went in to audition scpa r 

at one time. 

"S upcrbad" Becca. And the party left the perfect opportu nity for both to meet th eir goals. . 

Except there is a problem. Fogell brought his fake ID, but the name was left With 

something missing. I can't quite come to the con cl usion, but.. . 
' 111e funniest movie of the summcr. Yes . Period . 

I ~n cl of review. What el se needs to be said' 

Ah, yes, a first name. 

McLovin is born. 
O h, okay, if one has to know morc, indulge in the rest of thc rcview. But be forewarned 

th at this review is fi lled with suggestivc themes and will be rated 'hilarious' for your reading 
Probably one of the most beloved characters in the movie and at the same 

plc ,l'ure. time one of the most essential and realistic. 

Though he originally wasn't going to audition , 

told him he should bccausc it would be a good I 

experience. He said he thought it would be fun to talk to 

people while he was wai ting in line as well. 
"Suflcrbad" was a simple storv of two best fr iend s trying to get laid before d 1'-

His role adds a different type of gcek that is not always portraye ' . ue spl i tri ng their se parate ways and headi ng off to college. II Superbad" 
He was plan ning on taking a trip to audition for the ,it 

and was happy when he found out he was abl e to auditi"n i 

Omaha. Bentley said having the auditions in Omaha ' 

him money because he wasn't traveling. 

Ah , beautifu l. R "gangsta geek". SIR d 
. The relationships built betwee n M cLovin and the cops, et 1 ogen an And by simple, I mean outrageously mi schievous and tunny Starring Jonah Hill d I ill .1' • I . d 

"'vVhat 's up, gangstas." . ... ,- .. '" • Bill Hader, kept some of the most interesting ia ogue st ,ulve JJ1 t 1e min s 
"I was very exci ted when 1 found out it was comir.c; 

Omaha," Bendey said. 
. I ' h . I of the audience. 'm e l'pcning scene basically sets up the whole movie, In w lI C one mig 1t 

wan t an inhal er [(I provide brid oxygen in between th e loud guffaws. 'The quest for the mu ch needed alcohol left the audience holding their gut 
He fclt it was a long shot of making it to thc second f· d fi 11 hr from th e overzealous roars that the movie provided. Seth (J onah I li ll) and Eva n (M ichael C na) have been rien s or a t ee 

and a half years at hi gh schooL '[hey were two normal guys, just trying to survive high school Most of the jokes werc too inappro priate for anyon e to ever put down on paper, and in but hc said he knew it was going to be a tough compctt 1 

so he wasn't too disappointed. He was, however, sad for 

people around him who didn't make it. 
fact, too inappropriate for most movies . The rating was a prompt 'R', but listed everything f,)r one more year. 

'!ll,U'S when the 'lUdiencc met Fogell, or more commonly known as McLovin, who told available from sexual content to violence. 

hi, frie nds he is picking up a h ke I.D. Perfect for buying alcohoL The plot ended just like any other Seth Rogen movie, with ton s oflallghs and a somewhat "I felt worse for them than I did myself," Bentley said. 

He was especially disappOinted for many eople wh o 

28, the audition cut-off age. H e said since he was 16 he 

have another 12 years to audi tion 

And the has is for the whole movie was set in cemen t. sentimental close, 

And alcohol. Well, less on the sentimental and more on the outrageously funny. 

Sct h, th e lTlore sexually explicit of. the two had a crush on the same girl since middle If one hasn't seen. thi s movie, they sho~d. And if one already has, they should do th e 

~(ho() l, Jules . And just by the coincidence of her partner being gone i.l;(,home-ec, Seth got to.,. , G Qun~fJ {: a ' favor.tand .1l1JatclsomeonC!>'Woo.haBl!;t.. J1 It Though he didn't not make it to the next; round, 

.". par.f;M".,told h 4 T). ,! ~ r, q ~~ . rt l l m 04Jo , b , ar~ , h ~ , s);lOuld go £OJ 

next year. 
I' bake with htr, and k l V7 l, ~ith a grand lflan of bringing alcohol and getting laid . Simplicity Thi s mo v~e . defi J1l;~ l gwge nera )lpn l~ '" "., I .,", .. "" .. ", . " ..... 

Beautiful scenery, script offers artistic story of author's life 
BY ALI HOOGE 

It is certai nly amazing how an author pu ts their life story within the 

pages of their work. And then it is just as amazi ng to see both of them 

, born agai n on the big scree n. 

: "Becomi ngJane,"whi ch beautifully dcpicted the life of the legendary 

;lllli independent au thor Jane Austen was almost identi cal to her well 

, known love novel, "Pride an el Prejud ice." 

'me fam ous story line was obviously fashioned after thi s woman's 

own romance: loathing turned to love. 

'1l1C movie opened to reveal to the audience the most beautiful Irish 

country side, misted over in th e light rain. On th e far side of the h ighlands , 

· through th e bright green, royal trees sat an old , stone country house where 

• most of the story takes place. 

This was perhaps the most captiva ting part of the enti re film being 

, that the view of the lrish countrys ide, as unusual as it is, was the most 

· beautiful thing ever. 

Mtcr the Austens it switched to following a funny, tumultuous young 

lawyer, Tom Lefloy played by James McAvoy. In thc short five minutes that 

the audience saw his life, he boxed, gambled, drank an excessive amount of 

liquor and kissed a myriad of women. 

There was clearly a big contrast between Jane and LeAoy. 

The difference in the two individuals was quite funny. But it also was 

the classic first sign that they will be the two to fall madly in lovc in the 

end. 

When L eAoy got in trouble with his uncle, he was sentenced to live 

with his distan't family in the country, the Austens. 

Upon his arrival, Jane read an essay she has written for her sister in 

front of the entire family and was highly offended when he fell asleep. 

Thi s set the tension between the two that followed them a good 

deal through the movie. However, Jane proved herself to be a highly 

i nrelligent and independent woman and Lefloy turned out to be a kind 

and surprisingly passionate character and the two fall in love. 

Anne Hathaway certainly has some work to do if she 

"me audi ence fi rst saw Jane, played by Anne Hathaway, 

.' th rough her rain-spattered bedroom window. She had her 

I hands buried in her hair and her eyes scanning the parchment 

hefore her. 

"Becoming Jane" 

PC-B 

wants to top herself after this film because her acting was 

amazing. And they could not have picked a bctter actor 

than James McAvoy to play the part of Lefl oy. 

Writi ni( played a huge part in the creation of this 

: magnifi cen t ~ s tory from the very beginning, seeing as Jane's 

, true art was in her words. 

, Starring Anne Hathaway 

I ....... 

Other extremely talented actresses who appeared in 

the film was Maggie Smith , who played the role of a self

righteous wealthy Irish woman, and Julie Walters, who 

played the role of poor, hard working, good intentional 

Ms. Austen. And because her talent lay in what she wrote, it was 

, :l lmost a ce rta in fact that the script was to be arti stic as well. Be sure to 

· bring a di ctionary. 

The audience defiantly had to li sten carefully to understand what the 

· characte rs were saying, however, when one could understand , they were 

"ble to see that most of it was very witty, passionate, and at many times 
, funny. 

And the eighteenth century, thick British accen ts made the romancc 

, of the movie only that much better. 

The slighdy star-studded cast mixed with the beautiful landscape of 

the ever-rainy Irish highlands created an atmosphere of calm, quiet, simple 

Lving with a rogue problem faCing the main character. 

The obligation of marriage. 

And one thing that gave the greatest edge to the fi lm was that the 

weather was never su nny. Throughout the entire film it was either cloudy 

or slightly raining. But instead of feeling depressed, it macle the film Gum 

and beautiful. 

Overall, the movie was in no way surpr is ing. It did not make the 

hearts of the audience accelerate. 

for a while the storyline f( ,llowed the daily life of the Austen family, 

whi('h was an accurate and humorous depiction of eighteen th centu ry 

I rish country life. They were happy and dosc as a fam ily, but also clearly 

poor and in cleep fin ancial trouble. 
Much like thc work of Jane Austen herself; it was si mply a calm, slow 

paced, artist ic love story. 
Lefloy, played by James McAvoy, bids Austen, played by Anne Hathaway good night It was one of 
few soli tary moments the two had as a couple. 

Senior shows dance skills through Broadway connection 
BY WYNTER DAVIS 

"T f I could profe ssional dance I would, " sa id senior Grace Gillespie. "I t would be 

a lot of fun. But it's also discouraging, bcing pu t up against the best. "Thinking they're 

· reaJly good wi shing J could do that. " 

Gi llespie is a member of the Central High Pam Squad and lives and breathes 

dance cveryday of th e week. 

G illespie has a very tiring day. Shc wakes up and gocs to Porn practi ce in the 

· morning at 6:45 a.m. She then goes to scheduled classes and gets early release. She 

works until dan ce practice held at ' [he Broad way Con nection (TBC) to practice some 

· rout incs and techniques, She gets home around 9 or 10 0' d ock when she can finally 

squeeze in her homework. 

Most teenagers have weekends to relax or go hangout, but Gi llespie spends her 

weekends going to dance practices or performing recitals. 

"I th ink a lo t of my fricnds know that 1 am serious abou t dance just because I 

· don't ge t to hang out on weekends," she said. "Many people don't know how much 

· t ime we put in though." 

Gillespie has been dancing eve r since she was two years old and has been the 
: TBC studio for four years. 

"l've known sincc I was little that 1 wanted to cia nee," Gillespie said. "Learning 

· to love it, which is why 1 switched over to TBe. It's a different environment and 
different style of lcarning." 

Since joining the studio she has increased hcr knowledge of va rious types of 
dance and music. 

"I've learned so much with my company," G ille spie said. 1 know a lot of styles of 

dancing ballet,jazz, hip-hop, and tap, lyrical, almos t anything modern and tcmporary. 
But my favor ite is hip- hop and jazz." 

She doesn't really make up any dance moves or routines for the game and pep 
rally performances, 

"1 don't really help with thc routin es; Erin and Bailey do that, " she said. "We use 

some moves from other dances we learned in the past or wc use some from when my 
studio went to New York: 

She said this was her firs t time being on Porn Squad and after the C reigh ton 

camp a lot of the girls bonded together and started to know each other a little more 
and acted like a team. 

Though certain performances tend to unnerve her, Gi llespie said that she calms 
down by finding thc fun in it. 

"Usually 1 get nervous, not at my dance classes or performing on stage. more at 

football or basketball games, but it 's a lot of fun being in the spotlight," she said. 

Being with TBC she has gotten a lot of opportunities to travel and even got to 

work with fam ous choreographers. 

"This choreographer who is good friends with Sue the director asked if Lauri 

e Ann Gibson if she could teach our class in N ew York," she said referring to the 

choreographer from MTV's M aking the Band . "S incc the woman was running the 

show, she asked . But it was a long wait almost a year before she got back with us" 

1l10ugh Gibson only taught one class, G ill espie said the best part of her teachi 

tylc was her energy and drive. Other celebri ty choreographers taught classes 

attended . 

"Bm Wade Robinson, Brya n Cox and Dave Scott taught the rest of the classe;. 

He did movies like Stomp the Yard and Step Up." 

She con tinues to dance as sa id she puts passion into what she does. When she 

graduates she wants to pursue dancing. 

She does recall times when she was less graceful then she would havc liked. Sht' 

said once she perform ed "Beam y and the Beast" at the Rose. While doing kick li ne.' 

she fell ri ght on stage. She said no one noticed so it was still fun. 

"H opefully, if I'm th at good I will be able to dance full time," G illespie said. "11 
doesn't eve n have to bc in a music video; more on the stages in theater. H opefully I 

will be someone worth mentioning. We will see how it 's turns out ." 

Pa m squad advisor Jane Lucthge said she thinks Gillcspie can do whatever sht' 

wants in dance if she puts her mind to it. 

Idea lly, Gillepsie wants to go to school in New York at the Broadway Center. 

To reach that goal, she will participatc in 1nc Pul se, a cutting-edge dance trainin ~. 

faci litcd by G ibson and other sought after choreographers ncxt su mm cr. She horn 

to be presented with more opportunities to succeed and grow. 

"She startcd out has a good dancer but she is getting better as the year goes by. 
Luethge said. 
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Charles Hinton and Dale, along with the campers, watch as the toilet building blows up due to a buildup of gas. Things went horribly wrong during the camp, but none of the jokes really 
the audience laugh. All of jokes have appeared in other movies with greater success than this movie. 

omedy offers no laughs for audience 
BY KIM BUCKLEY 

Take a movie starring Eddie Murphy, throw in some rowdy kids, a mean villain, a day care 

I,,, iuJ dlcrs and some jokes involving bodily functions and you get "Daddy Day Care." 

"Make it a sequel starring Cuba Gooding, throw in some rowdy kids, a mean villain, a day 

.. IPlp fo r kids and some jokes involving bodily functions and you get Daddy Day Camp. " 

Daddy D ay Care wasn't that good of a movie. 

However, it was redeemable in the fact that Eddie Murphy was able to convincingly playa 

The only catch? 

Camp Driftwood was run-down and in need of a lot of renovation. 

Not helping Camp Driftwood was the rival camp, Camp Canola, which attracted ca mpers 

because of their paintball equipment, dirt vehicles and a lake where they can go water skiing. 

Definitely more appealing than a broken down camp. 

In an effort to save the camp, Hinton and his pal Phil Ryerson, played by Paul Rae, bought 

the camp and got it running again. 

Of course they're left on their own when the previous camp owner bailed on thcm for a 

much-needed vacation. .1.,,1 who loves his son. That coupled with the cuteness of Khamani Griffin as the 

'I'll helped D addy Day Care rake in over $100 million at the box office. 

D addy Day Camp was even worse. 
"Daddy Day Camp" The rest of the movie was the campers, the ones that remain at the camp, 

being whipped into shape for a competition against Camp Canola by Hinton's 

The movie relied on the same jokes as its prequel for laughs. The jokes 

lI~ rc n ' t really successful in the first movie and it sure as heck wasn't successful 

III this one. 

PG 

Starring Cuba Gooding ••• ~-
father, who happened to be in the Marines. 

The acting in the movie was fairly decent, but most of the performances were 

for.gettable.vNone of thc lkids make a lastingliimpression due to the fat"t"lthilf not a 

~ . The younger 10m in·the· atidie~c~ mignt enjoy some of th~ body humor, but 

I overheard one of the kids say, "That's gross," at one point, which shows even for 

lot of them'grew during'the movie:" 'I.)." .'Ub' d"" .'" ",b 

The kid who made the biggest impression was Spencir Bridges, who played 
~ i ds th ere is a limit to how many jokes can be made about farts in a movie. Hinton's kid, Ben. Bridges made for a charming seven year old who just wanted to 

prove himself Other jokes involved vomit in a tent, poison ivy and the bathroom cabin blowing up because 

,,( a gas problem. And, oh yes, a skunk that stinks up the entire camp. What every outdoors 

d ,medyalways nceds. 

Gooding did the best he could acting wise, but not a lot can be done when half the time he 

is called on to look horrified as another misfortune befell the camp. However, Gooding was able 

to pull off a decent performance despite the material One would believe that after the vomit incident the joke couldn't get any worse than they 

.tlrcady have. Lochlyn Munro made a good impression as Lance Warner, the childhood rival of Hinton 

and owner of Camp Canola. Munro played Warner as a guy who goes over the top in whatever 

he does. It worked because the character he played was a guy who had a big ego. 

In two words: it did. 

In fact, Daddy Day Camp had more disgusting body humor than its predecessor. For 

ith rance, one of the campers fills a water balloon with pee before hitting a Camp Canola kid Richard Gant, who played Hinton's father was another standout. He perfectly played the 

gruff Marine who inspired the kids to do their best and win the competition. II Ill> was cheating. I 

Ihe jokes were old and tired and have been done before. The movie just didn't seem 

ttt11 ny. The audience just seemed to sit through the entire movie. Not a lot of people laughed at 

,ulI'I hing. 

Both Rae and Josh McLerran were reduced to comic relief They were mostly there to 

provide laughs as the kids pull pranks on them in the beginning. 

Tamala Jones and Brian Doyle-Murray made brief appearances as Hinton's wife and the 

previous owner of Camp Driftwood, but added nothing to the story. Just like the first movie, the plot was predictable. 

In Daddy Day Camp, Charles Hinton, played by Gooding, was reluctant to take his son 

I II l dmp because of bad summer camp memories. In an attempt to give his son Ben the camp 

c'l'cricnce he never had, he took his son to the camp he went to, Camp Driftwood. 

However, the acting was unable to make up for the lack of plot and the unfunny jokes. 

If you want to see a funny movie that kids can watch, rent Shrek. Don't waste your time or 

money on Daddy Day Camp. 

Writing Ala Cart offers peaceful place for students to write 
BY BRITINEY MILLER 

Everyday English teacher Deron Larson, offers his help in 

rite bo ttom of the courtyard called the Writing Ala Cart. 

Christmas lights that read Writing Ala Cart, a small cart, 

po,rcrs and a stand with a variety of poems and work from 

ltuden rs decorate Larson's work space. 

' nlC program provides students intimate and individualized 

hell' with a writing during times that are sometimes more 

lfll1 vcnient then after 2:50 p.m. 

. , I t will help out a Jot of seniors because he offers help 

du ring day periods instead of coming after school; Senior 

Carlos Kilgore said. 

I r's very convenient for students to go get help during the 

Jay during their study halls or when they have early outs. 

Susie Buffet, Central Alumnus, coined the idea of a 

wri ti ng cart. At first, it was called "Writing Lab: 

Soon students became confused and thought the writing 

t 

lab was the computer lab, which Jed to the name officially 

changing to Writing Ala Cart. 

Teachers were paid daily to give up one period during 

their day to help students with English. Slowly, the money that 

Central had to use on the Writing Ala Cart needs ran out so 

teachers were no longer being paid. 

Larson, along with English teacher Jane Luthege, 

counselor Christina Heckman and English teacher Sue Oles 

came together to volunteer their assistance to students who 

needed extra help during their plan periods . 

"1 try to keep it alive," said Larson. 

Later on, a Central parent, volunteered Mrs. Goergon to 

help with creative writing classes and even the writing cart. 

Though she doesn't work at Central anymore, she is 

currently taking classes to be a teacher. 

Heckman, who had previously taught English, said she 

wishes that all students would go get help from Writing Ala 

Cart. 

She said she thought Writing Ala Cart was helpful because 

so many people can get personal one on one time with a teacher 

who can better their English grade. 

Many students don't get help from Writing Ala Catt 

because they may not know about it or may not have enough 

time in the day. 

"If they really go then they will really benefit," Heckman 

said. 

After noticing the conflict with some student 's schedules , 

Larson said Writing Ala Cart could be improved by having a 

volunteer that could be there every hour during the day because 

everyone has different study hall hours. 

Larson noticed that working with Writing Ala Cart has 

helped him as well. 

"I'm better prepared to teach," he said. 

He sits in the lower courtyard daily for Writing Ala Cart 

because he said he enjoys the students' creativity and helping 

them out. 
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Art teacher uses 
summer to try out 
new techniques 

MICHEllE RIEGER 

She started out as an English teacher, but made the 

transition from that subject to Art. 
This is Kathryn Schroeder's second year teaching at the 

school. 
Previous to teaching at Central, Schroeder taught 

English lessons in Japan for a total of three months. She 

taught near the major cities: Hon shu, Kamaku, Hiroka, and 

Hiroshima. 

She said that she wasn't too fond of teaching because 

of the setting. 
"I wanted to be in more of a classroom setting," 

Sch roeder said. 

The setting she was teaching in before was inside 

people's homes. She said that it was more of a lesson type 

teaching, not a classroom setting. 

She decided she didn't want to continue teaching 

English because she wasn't trained to do that. This year she 

started her second year teaching ~rt and pottery at Central. 

Over the summer, towards the end of July and beginning 

of August, Schroeder and her friend John Martelle did a 

workshop here at Central. Art department head Margaret 

Qyinn and the custodians were very helpful in letting 

Schroeder and Martelle use the Central art equipment. 

They experimented with different glazes and pottery. 

She tried the same experiment at the end of last year with 

her Art 1-2 students, but it didn't turn out the way she 

wanted it to. 

Martelle has two firing kilns at his home in Blair, NE. 

The Japanese anagama style kiln uses only wood. 

The result of putting clay into this one is a smooth, 

glazed, and shiny surface. 

The second kind, a salt kiln, uses wood and also. Then 

sprinkling salt over it gives the product an orange peel-like 

texture. 

When Martelle and Schroeder experimented at Central 

they used terra cig. This is short for the term terra cigilatta. 

It's a glaze made out 

of clay to paint on the 

surface of pottery before 

putting it into the kiln . 

Terra cigilatta in 

Latin translates to 'sealed 

earth'. This makes sense 

because it's made out 

of clay dug up from the 

ground. They also used 

glaze from the bottle, 

also known as low-fire 

glazes. 

She said the clay 

dug up from the ground 

had the best results. The 

process was a long one. 

"Basically we just SCHROEDER 
took a bucket of clay then 
added the proper weight - '"C lO> '.' ,.! ·'1 .;'. I, 'of 

water. We alsoa'd'ded deflocculates, which make the heaVy 

things sink to the bottom. And the super fine particles stay 

floating at the top of he water. And then all the super fine 

particles were siphoned off with a rubber hose. And that's 

the glaze," Schroeder said. 

She said she doesn't plan; on having the students 

experiment with the glaze this year. 

Junior Tami Fuller takes ~eginning pottery in Ms. 

Schroeder's class. 1f a student wants to take pottery they 

have to take a regular art class first. 

Fuller was in Mrs. Simmons regular art class last year. 

Towards the end of the year last year Fuller and the rest of 

her classmates were able to work a little bit with pottery to 

prepare for the actual pottery class. 

Right now Schroeder's beginning classes are making 

clay stamps with their initials protruding from the flat 

surface. 

So instead of carving their initials in their pottery 

everytime, they can just stamp them into the artwork. 

Fuller is planning on taking advanced pottery next 

year. She is looking forward to experimenting with the new 

glazes. 

"I like the different colors and the different textures 

from the glaze. It makes it feel really, really soft; Fuller 

said. 

She cannot wait to use the big wheel to make her 

pottery. They will start being able to use this in advanced 

pottery. 

Right now Schroeder's beginning classes get to use 

a quarter pound of clay. Later on in the year they will get 

to work with one pound of clay. Knives, cutting wire and 

canvases. 

Senior Megan Kreigler, is taking advanced pottery 

this year. Last year she took beginning pottery with Mrs. 

Simmons . 

"I like being able to create ideas on something as a form 

as opposed to doing it again on paper," Kreigler said. 

Advanced pottery classes will be able to work more on 

the wheel. 

In class this year, Kreigler said she hopes to be able to 

apply the simple things she learned last year and make them 

into more creative and interesting pieces. 

Clothing and textiles class teaches valuable lesson of self-sufficiency 
BY ANGEUCA GENOVESI 

-fho ugh clothes are basic essentials worn everyday by most people, there is a fine 

.In in learning the process of making them. 

. Ole clothing and textiles class offered at Central is teaching the basic knowledge 

.1 ti tlure fas hion designer would need to know. 

Clothing and textiles teacher Linda Milliken said it was a good class to take 

I" r people who want a career in the fashion industry. There are two levels of the class 

Iltfc red, a basic 1-2 class and a more advanced 3-4 class. 

"1·-2 is based on the fundamentals of sewing by hand and with the machine," 

,\ Iill ikcn said. 

Jun ior Haleigh Tomasek took the 1-2 class her sophomore year and is now 

cu rrently enrolled in the 3-4 c1ass.She said that the 1-2 class was helpful because she 

'earned a lot of new things that were required to move ahead onto bigger projects. 

During the entirety of the year, the students became skilled at sewing and 

des igning patterns and eventually created a collared shirt from fabric and patterns. 

"The 3-4 class offers a much bolder and more difficult range of products 

conSidering they are more experienced," Milliken said. 

Students in 3-4 are more knowledgeable on the subject of fashion and sewing 

and have more responsibility and freedom. 

"'The projects in 3-4 are bigger and more descriptive,"Tomasek said. "The process 

is much longer and the details and designs are much more complex: 

Students begin the year with an old shirt or fabric and create something new 

from something old. They will then end the year by making a step-by-step quilt. 

"Most take the cla s to become more knowledgeable with sewing, which helps 

lurther their interest in other aspects of fashion," Milliken said. 

Another class taught by Milliken is Cadfashion, based on the Cad program, 

which features more technology. 

"It is different from clothing and textiles because students in Cadfashion learn 

more about computer design and the processes of sketching and detail," Milliken 

said . 
Junior Susan Freeman took the class because she was interested in fashion and 

thought about involving it in her future career. 

"} like how different and creative the class is," Freeman said. 

She said she is interested in the business aspect of the fashion world and thought 

it would be good to know how clothes were created. 

The class is not only a beginning in Cad, but also in the different styles of 

fashion . It deals with more modern concepts and teaches you about famous designers 

and their works. 
A program called Instant Designer is used and it works like a basic Cad program 

with an extra "fashion section" involving different color, texture and pattern options. 

"It is a very simple program to learn and much easier than an actual sewing 

machine," Freeman said . 

The project portion of the class is much different than that of Clothing and 

Textiles. These projects are done electronically and are more complex. 

"The projects usually are themed," Freeman said. "For one assignment we had 

to create a whole line of designs for a wedding party including the bride, the groom, 

the bridesmaids, everything." 

A plus to being in Cadfashion is that at the end, every student will build a 

portfolio of what they have created throughout the year. 

The clothing and textile classes offer something different and hands-on which 

many students can find entertaining and worth learning. 

PHOTO BY ANGELICA GENOVESi/ REGISTER 

Senior Terrelle Mayhue and Freshman Amanda Youtsey sew paper patterns for prac

tice for future projects. 
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THE 
HARRY POTTER 

~lIiiI:J.r fans eagerly awaited the summer of 2007. With the fift 

----- book coming out within weeks of each other, teenagers £locke 
the movie theater and bookstor 

BY KIM BUCKLEY 

Ever since Harry Potter mania hit the world, no other book has becn 

anticipated as the latest, and the last, book of the. series. 

Fans eagerly awaited for July 21, 2007 to arnve and bookstores 

the country had signs that counted down the days until the book came 

Before the book even came out, there were rumors to who 

die and what the actual events in the book would be. Fake spoilers 

eve'n posted on the Internet and there was a rumor that the last word' 

the book would be "scar." 
The biggest rumor of all was whether author J.K. Rowling would kill ofT 

beloved main character. Thousands of people would speculate on message boards and 

whether Harry Potter would live at the end of the last book. 
With all of the hype surrounding 

release, one had to wonder if it would live up to such 

expectations. 
Believe it or not, Rowling has met every hope 

expectation for the novel, possibly making it the best one 

the whole series. At any rate, it's more than able to stand as 

of the series as well as a novel on its own. 
Harry Potter and the Deadly Hollows followed the S 

Year wizard as he went with his friends Ron Weasleyand Hern',inn,_" 

Granger to continue his quest to defeat the villain, Lord UIC' C' "'UI"_ 
To do that, they needed to destroy the Horcruxes, magical 

that contained pieces of the Dark Lord's soul. 

However, that quest proved challenging due to the fact th at 

Wizarding world was effectively under the control of he dark I 

and his Deatheaters. The trio had to deal with staying hidden from 

followers, jealousy, and discovering where the Horcruxes were. 

The book thrived on uncovering every last major secret in the 

Potter world, making the book even more satisfYing to readers. As each 

was uncovered, one wanted Harry to uncover other secrets and find the 

to his destiny. 
Rawling still kept her characters realistic, and more importantly, 

Besides the war, her chara~ters still str~ggled ~t~ romantic relationships, fe.e1i ngl. 

inadequacy and death. Rowling even put m marnag9 trouble for two of them, someth 

adults could relate to. 
The mood of the book was dark, but that only fit the atmosphere of the dark ti 

in the Wizarding world. Occasionally there would be a touching moment in the middle 

all the challenges. 
The most touching moment of the book was when 

Harry .visited . the. .tQmbslO.oe:;. . pf .his .. parents. R(jwlin ~ 
wrote it' in a' way that Harry handled the mom e ntou ~ 

moment with dignity. The words in that chapter made it 

seem as if the whole Wizarding world was quiet, and ~ 
the troubles were distant. 1 

... ____ .. 8:
1 

"Harry Potter and the I 
Deathly:1Ullows" 

Author: J.K. Rowling 

But the touching moments didn't last long and it 

was back to the reality of the situation. There was alwayJ 
the feeling that war was coming, which added to the tens~ atmosphere in the book and m 

the reader wonder who will survive the war. j 
This was a book that even adults can enjoy. They could relate to some of the 

characters, especially the way the adults were worrie about the safety of their chil t. 

One of Rowling's greatest strengths as a writer is fhe ability to make both adults ;\1 

children relate to her characters. 
Rowling even managed to end the povel in a way that there won't 

many requests for an eighth book by readers. 

Of course the book isn't perfect. 
The book tended to d~ag a little while Harry was at t 

Burrow for a wedding" his many times in the forest 

a lot of action diJin't really take place until the 
I 

battle on rhe Hogwarts ground. There 

some deat hs in the book that some rea 

will be unhappy with and there are still 

questions , that won't be answered. 

However, Rowling tied up all of the 

major loose ends. After seven long years, the 

question of who will win,Harry or Vnlrl p1l1c,rt.111 

was finally answered at long last. 

Without a doubt, Harry Potter 

will be more than pleased with the last 

Harry Potter book. The book was more tlU Il 

satisfYing, and one didn't want to put 

book down until it was finished. The 

had its readers hanging onto every word. 

In the seventh book, it is easy to see 

why Rawling has captured the hearts 

imagination of fans . She took ordinary' 

and items and made them magical. 

Rowling has created a magical worle!. 

and it has finally come to an end with the 

last book. 
However, the boy wizard and Hogwarts 

will forever live in the hearts of millions 

fans. 

COURTESY OF SCHOLASTIC 

Harry Potter appeals to all generations through storyline J 

r 

BY KIM BUCKLEY 

On July 20, Harry Potter fans eagerly awaited the moment they had bee n waiting 

for ever since the first book came out. The moment when the last Harry Potter book 

went on sale. 
Border's bookseller Laureen Pickle said over a thousand people were in the 

bookstore for the midnight party and to get their copy of the seventh book. 

She said there were so many people that they couldn't be heard over the regular 

speakers so they had the biggest staff member stand on a counter and shout. 

Pickle said the first person showed up at Borders at 4:30 a. m. and when she got 

their at 8:30, there was already a long line. She said there were people who stayed at 

Borders from the time the store opened to the time they got their books. 

Senior Renee Wilder was one of those teenagers who atte nded the midnight 

Harry Potter party July 20. 
"I was anxious to find out what happened ," she said. 

Wilder said she also attended a Harry Potter mid night party when the sixth 

book came out. 

Pickle said before the party began they had to check reservations, make sure that 

there was going to be enough books for the people and so me extra ones , and check 

the paper and computer logs. 

She said they needed to get colored wristbands in the morning because people 

were already coming to the store. Pickle said a lot of people wa nted to get their 

copy of the book first so they ca me early to ge t the wristbands and came back in the 

evening. She sa id it helped the flow of traffic safer and it was more convenient for 

the customers. 

Pickle said the store sold a lot of copies of th e last H arry Potter book. 

"M ore than you'll eve r believe," she said. 

Pickle said the store was able to distribute the books in only an hour and a half. 

Senior Brittani Avery said she hasn't had any interest in reading the book 

series. 

"Personally it's more of a religiOUS thing," she said. 

Avery said she has never read the books or seen the movies based off of the 

se ries. 

Wilder has been a Harry Potter fan since the fifth or sixth grade. She sa id she 

read the first book and she thought it was exciti ng. She wanted to find out more about 

it and got into the series. 

Wilder said the plot was really fu n, but wasn't just a story for children. 

"It's just the story and it's a story anybody can enjoy," she said. 

Wilder said she liked how the story line was not so complex people couldn't 

understand it, but it was mature enough that older people can like it. 

Pickle said she thought that Harry Potter was so successful because people need 

heroes and the fact that he was an underdog an d human as well. She said he was a 

person people could cheer for. 

"Magie doesn't hurt either," she said. 

Wilder said the book series for anybody and she has talked to people at church 

about the book. 

Pickle said Borders sells the books to everyone from six years old to people in 

their 40s and 50s. She said it appeals to everyone, not a specific age group. 

"1 think it really stands the generations," she said. 

Pickle said all of Harry Potter books after the first one had a secrecy clause, but 

believes this was the biggest one. 

"1 don't expect anything like this anytime soon," she said. 

Wilder said the best part of the book series is the whole adventure and all of the 

characters Harry Potter meets on the way. 

Wilder said her favo rite character is Ginny Weasley. 

"She's my favorite character because even though she's younger and a littk 

smaller, she's still very powerful," she said. 

Wilder said only a handful of her friends arc fans of the book series. 

Avery said a majority of of her friends are interested in Harry Potrero She said 

she has never argued with her friends about the book series. 

"I just say I'm not interested and leave it at that," she said. 

Wilder said her parents weren't worried about her reading the book series 

because they know it's just a story and that she knows it's just a story. 

Pickle said the store continues to sell each one of the books routinely. She said 

the sixth Harry Potter book is being reprinted all over the country in paperback 

because of the demand . 

She said in her personal opinion that the books much popular than the movies, 

though the movies are popular as well. 

"lhere is nothing like the books," Pickle said. 
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"Harry Potter and 
the Sorcer's Stone " 

Author: J.K. Rowling 
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BY AU HODGE 

It's where it all began. 

In this novel, author J.K. Rowling 

introduced the world to the "Boy Who 

Lived" and whose name would eventually 

become one of the most famous names 

not only in the wizarding world, but in 
reality as well. 

Harry Potter, an icon for young 

and adult readers alike, would over the 

next few years become one of the most 

beloved teen novels in history, placing 

J.K. Rowling's name on the same list 

as James Patterson, Jodi Picoult, Nora 
Roberts and Stephen King. 

But success had to start 
somewhere. 

And indeed it all began with Harry 

Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, the first 

installment in the epic Harry Potter 
series. 

Potter's journey simply began as 

any normal 11 year old boy's would: 

recounting his life living with his terrible 

aunt and uncle on Private Drive. 

After finding out he was a wizard, 

Potter enrolled in the school that would 

over the years become a focal point of the 

story and his home, Hogwatts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry. 

But when the safety of him and 

those around him is threatened by a 

stone hidden deep under the school 

and a malicious wizard who will stop 

at nothing to take it, Harry sets out to 

protect the Sorcerer's Stone. 

Unlike the forthcoming six 

books, this one includes innocence 

and cheerfulness as well as sadness and 

confusion that is completely pure. 

indeed a success. The second novel, 

"Harry Potter and the Chamber of 

Secrets," was just as successful, however, 

it's the worst one in the entire series. 

Before jumping to any conclusions, 

the reader must realize what 'worst' 

means when it is employed to describe a 
Harry Potter book. 

All of the books are great-it's that 

simple. They are a work of wonder. When 

used, the word 'worst' just means it may 

not be a work of wonder, but it is still an 

amazing work of fiction . 

The plot is simple, too simple, and 
too overused. 

Harry learned about a hidden 

chamber within Hogwarts, that was 

hundreds of years old, built when the 

school was just founded by Gryffindor, 

Slytherin, Huffiepuff, and Ravenclaw. 

Throughout most of Harry's second 

year, Harry and his two best friends, 

Hermione and Ron, discovered secrets 

about the school and the horrible killing 

that their favorite teacher at Hogwarts 

was allegedly involved in. The secrets and 

deceptions allIed to their discovery of the 

infamous Chamber of Secrets, one of the 

most controversial topics in Hogwarts. 

There wouldn't be a problem with 

this plot if it didn't mirror the first book's 

plot in so many ways; that cannot be a 
coincidence. 

Fortunately, all of the other books 

have unique plots so the reader will not 

be able to deduce the outcome of the 

novel, or basically read the same story 
over and over again. 

Only one thng seemed to be of vital 
importance to the plot. 

Despite any weakness, it still 

entranced the reader. 

"Harry Potter and the 
Prisoner of Azkaban" 

Author: J.K. Rowling 

The most breathtaking aspect of the 

novel is .her. abil,ityto ,paint,a picture 'that ' 
" ' is completely unique. 

444 .... 1'1 

Within the first few pages, Rowling 

presents unanswered questions, a plot, 

strong characters, humor and mind -

gripping mystery. 

With this, she throws the reader 

into a story that has many many different 

twist and turns, both good and bad, and 

with strength, started one of the most 

captivating stories of all time. 

"Harry Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets" 

Author: J.K. Rowling 

...... ~ ... ~ 

BY ASTRIKA WILHEI.M 

I t's one of the greatest series of 

books that is so popular today. It has 

become an obsession. 

The first book in the series, "Harry 

Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone," was 

BY AU HODGE 

The tension is slowly building. 

Things are getting harder for Harry 

Potter as he enters his third year at 

Hogwarts. 

There is an escaped convict from 

the magical prison, Azakaban set on 

taking Potter's life. 

The plot of Potter's journey 

thickened when he was forced to find 

out the truth about how his parents were 

killed, the ever mind-blOwing details 

about his odd power as a wizard, and the 

truth about the murderous prisoner of 

Azakaban, Sirius Black. 

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of 

Azakaban was one of the most emotional 

books in the series, and the one in which 

that rare occasion where something good 

happens to Harry. 

In this book, Harry was constantly 

tugged between the emotions of fear, 

sorrow, confusion, anger and hatred. 

As well as the soul draining feeling 

o£... well .... getting his soul drained as 

dementors were introduced into the 

story. 

Of all the books in the series, this 

book had the least amount to do with the 

fight against He-Who-Must-Not-Be

Named, but rath'!r has a lot to do with 

Harry's family life and emotions. 

The book starts out with Harry 

escaping the Dursley household and 

catching the night bus to London. But 

not before laying his eyes upon the giant 

black dog that would turn out to be the 

focal point of the book. 

1 As he is finally reunited with 

friends, he learns about the sinister 

prisoner, Sirius Black, a retired Death 

Eater set out on revenge. 

As he comes to an age where he 

starts to miss and regret the death of his 

parents, these feelings ofloss and sadness 

seem to take over and become the general 

mood for the entire book. 

It is only at the end where a little 

light is shown for Harry. 

"Harry Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire" 

Author: J.K. Rowling 
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BY ASTRIKA WILHEI.M 

The middle of Harry's story came 

upon the world as a shock at first, but 

then as a coveted gift. 

The plot development increased 

tenfold, introducing not only the usual 

new students at Hogwarts, but also the 

other wizard communities outside of the 

United Kingdom. 

Throughout the entire novel, the 

reader, alongside Harry, learned so much 

more about the various wizards and 

witches in the world. 

The ending was another great aspect 

of the book. Throughout the book, Harry, 

as a fourteen year old adolescent, started 

to grow up. 

Just as the readers were growing up, 

so was Harry; more mature emotions 

were played out before the readers' eyes. 

Harry faced the ultimate devastation 

that few people ever faced, death and 

murder. 

It was the first time that the reader 

witnesses a death, and it is the first time 

that Harry witnessed a death. 

This was a turning point in Harry's 

life, in the reader's life, and in the series' 

life. 

No idealistic happily-ever-after

for-everyone thoughts would exist. 

People will betray, people will suffer, and 

people will die. 

There was more maturity and 

~e y e ~ o-pme ~ t 1n the. writi~g : ~~: ,of the 

aU ~ 6~. , Th.e f9urth book ; ~ ·. a . ¥~ ge 
jump in the number of pages that were 

written. From the third one being barely 

an inch thick to the fourth being several 

inches thick is quite the accomplishment. 

Rowling took more care in the details in 

the fourth book; she took more care in 

everything, bolder. 

The release of this book was the 

start of the Harry Potter midnight 

parties around the world. 

Readers were able to care more abut 

the characters because of the in-depth 

look at Harry's life in this book. 

"Harry Potter and the 
Order of the Phoenix" 

Author: J.K. Rowling 
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BY ASTRIKA WILHEI.M 

With the production of the fifth 

movie just a few months ago, many 

people, especially Harry Potter diehard 

fans, have read (or reread) the fifth book, 

"Harry Potter and the Order of the 
Phoenix." 

The largest book in the entire 

series, "Harry Potter and the Order of 

the Phoenix," had Harry, for the first 

time in his life, viewed by the Ministry 

of Magic and the majority of the wizard 

population as evil. 

The new defense against the dark 

arts professor, Umbridge, represented the 

Wizard government and its views. 

The government was willing do 

everything in its power to calm the 

masses when Harry boldly announced to 

the world that Voldermort is back. 

The government, was viewed by the 

readers as a corrupt establishment, that 

needed to be fixed . 

Furthermore, the fifth book showed 

the Order of the Phoenix and its work, 

reflecting the work done years ago by 

a generation that battled Voldermort 

and his followers, offering proof that 

somebody will always stand up for what's 

right. 

This book also gave a deeper 

perspective about the government, 

especially the various departments, 

specifically the Department of Mysteries, 

where a pivotal battle occurs. 

One of the best in the series, "Harry 

Potter and the Order of the Phoenix" is 

still being read over and over again by 

devoted fans . 

"Harry Potter and 
Half-Blood Prince" 

Author: J.K. Rowling 
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KIM BUCKLEY 

For the sixth Harry Potter book, 

millions of people flocked to bookstores 

at midnight to get their hands on the 

book as quickly as possible. 

Those _ ~dicated \ funs- were· not 

_. !!1 ~ ~pooin"'f ~ ~t)J. the. sixth installment 
ofthe'HfrrrP otter series. 

"Harry Potter and the Half-Blood 

Prince" started off with the Minister of 

Magic, Cornelius Fudge, being kicked 

out of office and then meeting with 

the British Prime Minister. Then the 

Headmaster, Albus Dumbledore, came 

to pick up Harry for another year at 

Hogwarts. 

This book had its share of twists, 

turllS and mysteries, which had readers 

hanging on to every word. 

The biggest change though was 

Rowling detracted from the humor seen 

in the previous books. Instead, Rowling 

dealt with darker things, adding to the 

suspense in the book, and the series. 

The book did have its faults. It 
tended to drag a little in the middle 

and sometimes got off track for a bit. 

However, for the most part, Rowling 

managed to keep to the main plot of the 

story. 

Rawling's writing didn't improve 

much, but her imagination had gotten 

stronger. There were new characters 

including the new teacher at Hogwarts, 

Horace Slughorn. It's the strength of 

J.K. Rowling's imagination that the book 

thrives off of, and appeals to readers. 

And her imagination is more than 

abundant in this book. Horcruxes were 

introduced, which involves the concepts 

of splitting of souls. Rowling will have a 

hard time imagining grander things than 
that. 

One of the main triumphs of the 

sixth book was it effectively set up the 

events for the next book. There were 

still a lot of questions that haven't been 
answered. 

Itleftoffon a little bitofa cliffhanger, 

making sure that Harry Potter fans will 

want to read the seventh book. 

ALL BOOK COVERS COURTESY OF SCHOLASTIC 
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Junior feels popular book series gives teens opportunity to read 
What's the craziest and dorkiest thing 1 have ever done? Huh. I don't even have 

10 th i nk twice. 

A ttending the midnight party premier of the final beloved Harry Potter book. 

Not too long ago, at midnight, I was seated at a small table in the cafe of Barns 

and Noble, drinking my coffee which they had cleverly named something festive for 

Ihe occasion, and watched as hundreds of people poured in through the 

doors of the small bookstore. All awaiting one thing: the end of a book 

seri es that, whether one agrees or not, was one of the most amazing 

achievements in modern literature. 

"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows." 

I've always been a fan of the books. How could I not have been? I'm 

a huge fan ofliterature in general. 

I read the first one about a year after it came out. I was about seven. 

Two friends really loved the series as much as I did. One refuses to pick up a 

book and thought all of this was pretty stupid . Nevertheless, she didn't want to be at 

home while we were out, so she tugged along. 

So me, my other bookworm friends, and my one friend who being there was 

inconsistent to her general character, all drove to the nearest Barns and Noble. 

It was quite unlike anything I had ever seen to be honest. 

And I have seen some pretty crazy things in my life. 

First of all, it was a fight to get in the door. There were 

over six hundred people stuffed into this small bookstore I 

knew so well, yet I was overjoyed. I had never seen this many 

people in a bookstore before. It made me think for a moment 

that quite possibly the entire world wasn't illiterate. 

I remember distinctly how I used to lay on the floor of my grandmother's 

bedroom and flip slowly through the pages. (I couldn't read all that well 

ye t.) Don't poke fun, I was seven. And as a seven year old, I looked up 
to Harry Potter. 

A column by Ali Hodge 

Second of all, they were almost all dressed in the craziest 

renditions of the characters. 'This also made me smile. Not 

only were they reading, but they were capable to understand 

the general concept of the book! 

I had never been to a midnight party for the new releases of the books. I had 

never really wanted to, to tell you the truth, but I supposed that this was the last time 

I Would ever get the chance, so I went. 

I called up some fri ends, and by the end, our party consisted of three people and 
'nyself. 

Okay, now I'm just being mean. In all honesty, I was very happy to see everyone 

in Omaha come together like this. The world come together like this for that matter 

since I knew that every bookstore in the country was doing the same thing. 

And what made it crazy? Because let's be honest. The world comes together 

for a myriad of different things. Has anyone ever watched to FIFA World Soccer 

Tournament? 

What made it crazy was that the object of such fa scination and obsession was 
nothing more than a book. 

A book. 

How many times do you hear teenagers complaining that they hate to read or 

that books are stupid or that reading is a waste of time? 

Unfortunately, I hear it everyday. 

But here they were, hundreds teenagers Sitting in circles on the fl oor wearing 

unattractive plastic glasses, red and gold scarves and stupid lightning bolt shaped 

tattoos on their foreheads, aWaiting the release of a book. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, it's time ... " said a woman enthusiastically. The entire 

store cheered, including me. "Join with me! Five ...... Four .... . " 

My stomach twisted with excitement. This was it. I was such a dork. 
"Three!" I joined the crowd. 

"Two!" my friends joined me. "One!" 

A deafening cheer went up around the room, my own scream contr ibuting to it 

greatly. As perfectly climatic as that moment was, it was still another hour and a half 

before I received my copy of the book. And as I laid down that night at around three 

thirty, I was completely exhausted, but thrilled that I had been a part of the event. It 

was a perfect ending to something that had been a part of my li fe for sn long. 

Needless to say, I am completely amazed at the international phenomena of the 

book series as a whole and will certainly never forget it even if I never pick up another 

Harry Potter book ever again. 

q 
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Dive. Dive again. Get-up and dive once more. That's the life of a :olle~ball player .. But past the bruises and 

aches there lies a hard earned sisterhood. Players trying to pull then weIght so theIr team can succeed. And 

when that perfect bump is made, and the kill is finished, your team comes out on top. 

And your hard work has paid off. 

Eagles look to dig for tough wins 

\OJ\ 

o- ~ "", 

BY PATRlCK BREEN 

Volleyball is a sport often overlooked, but those who look past it will miss the physicality, grace and 

power of the team sport. 

From the graceful dives to the over-powering spikes, the game of volleyball leaves an exci ting adrenaline 

rushing in the veins of the fan s and athletes. 

And right now, the Eagles are playing to the top of their game. 

Pre-season polls ranked Central's volleyball team as number 10 in the state, and the players think t h ~ . \ · 

can achieve better rankings. 

"We'll stay in the top ten," senior Monica Brown 

said. 

And the coaches seem to believe the same. 

"1 have high expectations for this team," head 

coach Jodi Brown said. 

Expectations won't mean anything if the team 

doesn't perform, but so far, they're at their best. The 

tough games in front of them don't seem to be in their 

minds. 

The Eagles volleyball team has a good start to the 

season, and the seasoned leadership looks to lead the 

team to the State Tournament. 

"They have a strong chance of being a state 

qualifYing team,"Jodi Brown said. 

The lady Eagles started the season with two 

opening wins against the Burke Bulldogs and the 

Omaha North Vikings, but loss to the number three 

ranked Millard North. 

Losing to another top ten team doesn't discourage 

the hungry Eagles, it just makes the practices tougher. 

In the practices the team works on everything 

from passing to spikes or kills. And the players lay out 

to dig for balls almos t every play. 

The whole practice conditions the teams for tough 

games down the road. 

And there will be plenty of tough games down the 

road. 

Coach Brown said the team plays around 30 to 35 

games a year depending on the different tournaments. 

The length of the season is long but provides the 

lady Eagles with plenty of opportuni ties to show their 

strength. 

PHOTO BY PATRICK BREEN! REIGlS · TE f l l1"~ 

Sophomore Kimberly Lueders tries to 

block a ball at practice. 

The team sees rerurning seniors out of Monica Brown, Stephanie Hines, Maya Doghman,Jennifer 

Grant and Kate Humphreys. 

But some of the most important facts about the seniors, aren't their stats (although those can be prem o 

impressing anyway), but the fact that their entire varsity team is friends. 

"We (the team) did the challenge at Gifford Park," Jodi Brown said, "and they did really well ." 

The players play well on the court and off 

"We get along real well," Monica Brown said. "Everyone loves to hang with each other." 

The team practices everyday after school in the gym. 

They practice everything from digs to kills and in between. 

At their practice, one will see the players diving every which way as balls are dropped over the net . 

They'll jump to get there, and if they don't. 

Well, they have to get up and try again. And again. 

Volleyball is a game of discipline and technique. From the way one sets, bumps and spikes to the hand 

one uses to hit the ball while diving. 

But the hard determination of the drills will pay-off in the end. 

The team looks to several key features to bring home a state qualification, and each one is important ", 

the next. But probably the most important is something the team already has. 

PHOTO BY PATRICK BREEN! REGISTER 

Senior Monica Brown dives for a ball in a weekday practice. The point of the drill was to get the players to hit 

the ball with their left hand when on the inside. Brown is one of the several returning varsity members hoping 
to lead the team to State. 

Chemistry has always been said to be important to championship teams. And each of the players have 
wi th each other. 

Taking senior Stephanie Hines for example . 

"She's really supportive," coach Brown said, "it doesn't matter whether she gets a spike or anoth er persllll 

does. She cheers for them really loud." 

Senior earns scholarship to play Div. I 
BY MAX LARSON 

Senior Kate Humphreys did not know when she joined her first volleyball team 

in the seventh /ira(1c where it would take her. 

"She c;lIne in p r~tty raw," Brown said. "S he didn't have a lot of volleyball skills." 

But I:l rown said she had the quickness, arm swing and jumping abilities to 

become a strung player. 

She has since taken those ab ilities, developed them, and now has earned herself 

a ticket to enjoying <l full - ride college scholarship. 

Next school ye;t r she will be sui ting up to play at the University of Missouri in 

Kansas Cit\', a school with a Division I program. 

Sh~ 'aid she contacted the school via e-mail, and they sent scouts to a tourna

ment in Denver she was playing in. 

She said,judging by the resu lts, she must have played well to earn the ail -ex-

penses paid scholarship. 

"It makes me fee l good," she said, "My parents don't have to pay for college." 

Practice til! Il umphrcys' new team will begin in the middle of next summe r. 

Her background in competitive sports includes varsity basketball, track, and 

vo lleybal l. 

She played varsity in each her freshman year, and continued with all but basket

ball , which s h~ le ft during her sophomore year. 

The fact she did not receive scholarships in these sports docs not mean she was 

not talented at them; she has never missed a state track meet and she won second in 

the state 1 OO-meter hurdles her sophomore year. 

She said, out of the three sports, volleyball is definitely her favorite. 

"I like the competitiveness," she said. "1 like being on the team." 

S h ~ said when she first began playing volleyball she wasn't as serious, and slowly 

through hi )ih school and club teams she has put more work into it, which has appar

ently paid off. 

Varsity volleyball coach Jodi Brown said that , although at first she didn't have 

much experience, Humphreys has shown a lot of growth during her fou r years in the 

program. 

She now demonst rates leadership in her performance as a talented addition to 

the team. 

"She's turned into being an excellent volleyball player," Brown said. 

Humphreys plays the position of outside hitter. She said her job is to spike the 
ball in the front row, hitting from the left side. 

She said she will definitely bring some of her experiences from high school with 

her to the next level. 

"I've learned to be a team player, that evetybody has a place on the team," she 

said. 

Even though volleyball is her sport of choice, the college offer took her some

what by surprise. 

"1 am exci ted ," she said. "It just sort of happened. I didn't see myself going to 

college for volleyball. " 

She said other people are excited for her as well, that many people she knows 

have asked her about her scholarship. 

She said although the school is not number one in volleyball, it still has a 

respectable reputation. 

"They're not one of the top teams, but they compete," she said. 

She said that a draw of the university beyond volleyball is its location. 

''It's in Kansas City," she said. "And it's right next to the plaza. That's all a good 
thing." 

She doesn't plan to play volleybal l beyond college, she said, especially since the 
opportunities in voll eybaLl arc limited. 

"I think 1 want to play it in co llege and just be done," she said. 

She said Nebraska is a major hotspot of volleyball populari ty. Some people here, 

she said are exposed to a biased view when conSidering the global acceptance of the 
sport. 

"Pro tcams aren't popular," she said. 

Her idea is to use volleyball more as a tool to further her education at a minimal 

cost. She said her plan is to major in liberal arts. 

"1 want to pu rs ue an occupation," she said. 

Though she has done so in track and field, Humphreys has never gone to the 
state tournament. 

She has won personal honors for the sport, including All-City Second Team 

and an All-State Honorable Mention, not including this year. 

She said this year's team has as strong as a chance of going to state of any team 
she has been on in her four years. 

Brown agreed that the team could go to state, resting upon a fair amount of 
experience, 

She said thi s year's team has been ranked among the top ten, and has been so 
deservedly. 

Humphreys said the team is also ranked number seven in the wildcard stand

ings, meaning if the wildcard is achieved, the team gets an automatic slot in the state 
tournament. 
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Senior Kate Humphreys lays out for a dig in an after school practice. 

Dedication and hard work have earned Humphreys a scholarship to 
University of Missouri in Kanas City. 
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"'/ln l",r Elvis Servellon has played paintball for eight years. His career competitively playing started just a year back, but already he is seeing early success. 'E-3', his team placed first in a three 

a! l'lr~ r'n tournament held at Met ro Paintball. He said that his oldest brother VI ad got both him and his other older brother alumni Erik. Erik and Elvis both play for 'E-3' and their other competitive 

"Dead Reckoning." 
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enlor wins pain tourney 
BY PATRICK BREEN 

They travel at 290 feet per second. And upon impact they explode and instantly 

a player pain and anger. 

"It hurts," senior paintball player Elvis S~rvellon said. "It feels like getting hit 

a ci rcular belt." . 

Luckily, the pain passes after about ten seconds. 

"And then you have this awesome bruise," Servellon said. 

Elvis knows the sport of paintball. 

He works at Ker'splat in charge of safety and referring games. And more 

he is a of E-3. 

"E-3 originally started with Erik, Elvis and Eric," he said . "And although the 

members changed, we still kept the name." 

On Sept. 8th E -3 which contains Elvis and his older brother Erik won their first 

tournament. They had played about five tournaments into the season, but this was 

their first win. 

The tournament was a three person tournament, but teams were allowed to have 

four on a roster, to allow for some rest. The players on E-3 would alternate every 

game. 

Servellon said that the tournament was tough, although the team did cruise 

through the first round. The tournament was hosted as a double round-robbin, and 

they performed well in the preliminaries. 

percent," Servellon said. "You want to be the fastest player out there." 

E-3 has one more tournament left in this year, but Elvis said that isn't his.oruy 
team. He also plays for "Dead ReckOning. " . \ 

And that team will play in six national tournaments. Servellon said he w;as 
excited about heading to the bigger tournaments. Both him and his brother will 
play. 

"They'll be five players on the team," Servellon said. "But seven will be on the 

roster," . 

The larger number of players will make the tournaments shorter not longer. 

Players will be shooting non-stop. . . 

" .lae p1-- -cle of ~ e cl"1'1 ha\11l u d ~ h0 1l8 e Icene." 
... ..... . uuaa. . • !he I.ader 

"We won all 11 ga~es in the first round," he said, "but we 

1l!1I10VVell with 10 in the second." 

Those wins had the team confident, but nothing was an easy 

Servellon got his start from his oldest brother Vlad. One day, Vlad, Erik and 

Elvis decided to go out and play some paintball. Elvis and Erik hadn't played before, 

but did well and loved it. 

Both have been playing ever since. 

For those that don't know the sport of paintball , the games are fast. 

"Usually games don't last more than five minutes," Servellon said. 

Mystery MaDar is now a comic book www.silverpboeah 
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"} would say each team had a chance," Servellon said. "W e 

some teams give us a run for our money." 

The games weren't a walkover for the team, in fact the team 

being eliminated in the se mi- final s. 

"One game we actually got hit real early," he said. "And 

Fink was down onc (player) to two." 

never fear, as Fink ga me throllgh in the clutch and 

n m lce ell<:ll to eliminate both of the foes remaining players. 

Servellon, along with seni or Daniel Baker arc the front-men 

E -3. Their job, Elvis said, was to get half way down the field as 

as they can to bring an advantage to their team. 

"(When the adreline kicks in) your performing at 110 

Players ,Lre protected by airbunkers, which are plastic filled with air that provide 

limited protection from the opposing team. 

The fie lds are 50 yards by about 30 yards an d Servellon said that the size of the 

field causes the game to go faster. 

Another key clement of the game is the simple fact of the equipment. And its 

pricy. 

Servellon's entire setup was around 1,000 dollars. He said players can get a 

whole set-up for about 200 dollars, but the d iffere nce would be noti cable. 

"You r gear is important," Servellon said. "You get more protection from pricier 

equipment. } encourage all level s of players to come out and play at Ker'splat," 

Servellon said. 

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT DISCOUNT! 
Homecoming Headquarters •. Book Your Updo Today! 

15th & Cornhusker 1\,llr"" 781n & Cass '>'" ,1,0 1681h & Q M,iI"u 

42nd & Dodge 0" "1,,, 961h & Q 0",,,1,, 841h & Giles I, V,'I" 

1441n & w. Cenler 0" ,,1,0 110lh & Maple :)"",1,( 7th & Broadway (,,, '" I ~l ,ii, 

14th & Farnam Ol"ofl'l 

TANNING. BARBER. BEAUTY 

ONE WEEK OF 
UNLIMITED 
TANNING 
$ 88* 

'Must pre.enl valid high school .lvdent I.D. card . Not valid with ony other oller. 
1 A & 15 yeors 01 oge mu.t hove paronlol coo.enl. 
See .Iore for deloil •. Expires 10/31/07. f.0767 

No Appointment Tanning • 10 Omaha Area Salons • Open 7 Days a Week • www.ashleylynnstanning.com 
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media. And at Central two brothers, multiple returning veteran members, a large array of talent to choose rom, an a 

"winner take all mentality," the Eagles are well prepared to challenge the heavy-weight contenders. 

(Above) Junior Michael Walsh crushes an overhand return in practice. Michael is one of the returning varsity starters hoping to place well enough in tournaments to secure a good seed at State. 

(Right) Walsh excited by a win, pumps his fist as he rounds the turn in a king-of-the-hill style game. 

Varsity tennis brothers: teammates on court, friends off 
BY PATRICK BREEN 

Two brothers on varsity tennis bring more than blood talent to the table. They also seem to keep the team loose 

and the atmosphere. Senior Ben Thomas and freshman Isaac Thomas take the 

number two and six spots respectively on the Eagles tennis team, but off the court 

their quirky antics make a better story. 

Ben: "Say something, Ike." 

Ike (to me): "What do you want me to say?" 

Ben: "He wan ts you to say something from the heart." 

Ike: Silent pause. "1 don't know." 

Ben: "The entire school is going to read this, well at least the li terate half" 

They both chuckle, and Ike stammers for a moment and once again repeats 

that he doesn't know what to say. 

Ben, playing with the tenn is ball laughs loudly at his brothers silence. 

Asking Ike what is his best attribute to the team is, he responds about his 

youth. And his brother agrees poking some fun at his younger sibling. 

"He's a freshman," Ben said. "So he has time to develop. (chuckling)" 

Wondering why the two funny-guys joined tennis rather than a comedy club, 
I ask them. 

Ike, once again, doesn't really answer but flashes a bright smile. Ben though, 
has the true meaning. 

"The women," Ben said. 

on. 

"He's so slow," Ben said. "You're (addressing Ike) running for balls, but your basically falling slowly. You have to 
improve on that." 

Ike: "I'm going to!" 

The players are more brothers than teamates, and more friends than 

brothers. They both have been playing tennis from a young age seeing major 

improvement as the years progress. 

Their mother, Susan Mayberger said that having them both play the 

same sport on the same team was beneficial. 

"Ben can help by giving rides to practice and tournaments," Maybergcr 

said, "and they can practice and play together." 

The funny comments from each player seem to define their personality, 

but not their skill. 

Ben has been playing varsity for almost two years and believes the 

experienc~ helps both him and his brother in the way he can pass down his 

experience and knowledge. 

Ike appreciates the help and said that his older brother has learned 

much from his past years on the tennis team. 

The two varsity players might not have ever even played for the sport 

without the help from an inner-city tennis organization and Chris Foster. 

Foster helps kids become involved in tennis for free. The two are place <I 

lot of their success and involvement in tennis with Foster. 
Both laugh hardily and almost 

through half an hour, my article 

doesn't have a basis of fac ts 

from either player. 

Hoping to turn them 

away from their comedy 
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Senior Ben Thomas (left) and freshman brother Isaac Thomas 

(right) are on the same team on the court, but go head-to-head 
off it. 

"Without him," Ben said, "we wouldn't have started." 

Some of the other foundation in tennis is seen through their mother. 

She plays tennis and said that she liked to watch her sons play on the same 
team. 

"When you go to a match," she said, "you have two of them to watch." 

antics, 1 ask what does 

Ben bring to the team, specifically prefacing it with a "in all 
seriousness, Ike." 

"Well .... ," Ike said, "He brings experience and .. . " 

Ben: (Coughing) "Team leadership. Captain." 

Flipping the question on its head I ask Ben 

what Ike 

needs to 

improve 

On Sept. 8, Ben placed third in a varsity tournament beating the field 

and adding some confidence to his own abilities, 

Ike hasn't placed in a tournament yet, but seems confident that as his game continues to improve, he will play better 

and better in tournaments. Ben joins other varsity starters like junior Michael Walsh with placing in tournaments for 

the Eagles team. None of the players are competing to make it to state, but are looking for better seeds. 

"Everyone makes State," Ben said, "but you hope to make it to the second round." 

Ike is looking to improve and hopes to be better than his brother by his senior year. The two practice with the team 
and each other to get ready for tournaments. 

Coach Bob Tucker said that Ben's experience and leadership should help the team. Next year, Ben will leave and 
Ike will be on his own for the team. 

How does he feel about this? Well just ask Ike. 

Ike: "I don't know. What? I don't know?" 

Ben: "He'll struggle." 

They both laugh. But until that day comes, the two plan to help bring some brotherly humor and wins home for 
the Central tennis team. 
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ep rally shows Eagle talent 

. . ~ ~ .. ' BR 

I 2. JV cheerlead~r _ ~JJ.~& · C owd loud at the fif'ifpep rally of the year. 3. Senior activities coordinator Will Robbins yells into the mic to get the 
:nA,~t",tnl-C:: pumpea for the announcements of the teams. 

BY PATRICK BREEN 

A glorious br ~g h t sunny day. The rays of sun fell on the field like a spotlight 

t down from the skies. Weather- check. 

The stands were packed, from side to side with students. Freshmen, 

homores, jun iors and seniors sat in the stands free from ninth hour. Fans-

And the final piece of the puzzle would be filled in with a loud senior 

,ome rowdy sports teams. Senior Will Robbins- check. Teams
. k. 

And the checklist was complete for another start of a seasonal 

Pep rally 

With multiple seasons off and running, Central celebrated a 

to another illustrious year. 

' Inc Pep Rally was held Aug. 30th at the Eagles football 

• ",IUII.lIn Students got out of their ninth period class to go to the 

mbly. 

'\10st students enjoyed getting out of their las t period class, and 

players of the F alJ sports got to take the field in order to present 

their t~ l e nts and games. 

"1 thought it was pretty sweet," senior class officer Will Robbins 
said. 

Rt)bbins is the activities coordinator for the senior class and he 

laid although their wasn't as much enthusiasm as he wanted, the kids 

,till , howed up and cheered for the people they knew. 

"I t (the crowd) was decent," Robbins said. "I think the fact the 

Pcp rally was not on the day of the game, and a lot a people get out 

e<ifly, was why it wasn't (as loud as he expected)." 

I n years past the Pep rallies were hosted on the day of the first 

game. This year though, the placement fall the day before, and most seemed to think 

that it wasn't as good as an idea. 

But most didn't find it a bad idea to have it during schooL And during ninth 

hour was probably the most opportune time of the day 

The Pep rally showcased many different Central athletes. The volleyball team 

featured its many varsity seniors and its upcoming games. 

And then, the women's golf squad followed by the cross -country, and as 

always, ended with the football team. 

The football team showed its many seniurs and its success on the field. 

Porn squad and cheerleaders took the field and received the most 

cheers and reaction out of the crowd. 

The solid start for all the teams th is year show the talent that Central 

supports on the field. -

One of the points of the rally was to give credit to the se niors who 

don't see much in their respective sports. 

It gave the audience a chance to cheer on their friends and Eagle family. 

And announci ng those teams, once again the loudest and possibly the hairiest 

of the seninr cla ss. 

" j was just trying to be enthusias tic," 

Robbins said . 

1l1C players on the field waved casually to 

their fri ends and there weren't any major problems. 

Al! the senior class officers jOined Robbins 

on the field . The hope was to show the seniors and the 

underclassmen who the leade rs of the school year would be. 

Next year the mic will be passed to so mcone else tn try to hype up the 

fans and get the school loud for another powerflll year uf sports . 

If a student missed out on the first one, don't worry, there will be a spring 

Pep rally to get one ready for the next seaso n of sports. 

Math teacher instructs martial arts 
BY MICHELLE RIEGER 

Over the summer Central High math teacher, Michelle Vulgamott got married to 

husband who she met in martial arts class. 

They have been together for two years. She has just started her second year of teaching 

. and math essentials at Central. 

Il er mom used to teach math at Northwest Missouri State. She would go to classes with 

mom and just picked lip on math very easily. 

VlIlgamott started taking martial arts classes four and a half years ago at 

I's Academy of Martial Arts in M aryville, Missouri. Now she goes down 

nnce a week on Tuesdays for her lessons. 

' lne kind of martial arts she specifically takes is called Hapkido. It is 

nced "hop-key-doe". This type of martial arts originated in Korea. "Hap" 

Hapkido translates into 'harmony' or 'together'. "Ki" means 'power' and "do" 

"the way". 

The challenge and the fact that it's very physical are the reasons that 

enjoys this particular activity. 

She now has a second-degree black belt. There arc several degrees of black 

Vulgamott was always active in school activities and sports in high school. 

nee she entered college there were no sports offered. From word of mouth she 

"There are a total of seven academics that arc all apart of the American Institute of 

Modern Hapkido Instruction", explains Vulgamott. 

About one to two tournaments arc held each year in Omaha and Kansas City. 

Vulgamott aJds, "And martial arts schools from all over the Midwest compete in them." 

Wilder has been involved in martial arts and Tac Kwan Doe for seven years now. She said, 

"I think it 's fun , it 's a great thing to learn ."Althollgh she has been taking martial arts she just 

took up Hapkido in the slimmer. Gibbs referred her to the Hapkido lessons held at Central by 

Vulgamott. 
She started taking Tae Kwan Doe at AV Sorenson Library in the recreation 

center downstaris.These lessons arc associated with the American School of Karate 

and Judo. Although they are associated with each other, Wilder, has two different 

instructors for each class. 
Wilder also takes classes at the American School of Karate and Judo on 156th 

and Maple. 
She devotes four to five hours a week to martial arts. The lessons at AV 

Sorenson Library and the American School of Karate and Judo are 1 hour long. 

She attends them three to four times a week. The Hapkido lessons at Central are 

from six to 8:30pm. 
Wilder has a brown belt in Tae Kwon Doe. She will be tes ting for a black belt 

in October. In H apkido she has a yellow belt. 

Martial arts also has many benefits. 

out about H apkido. 

Vulgamott is now giving Hapkido lessons at Central High. This is not an 

"It gives you discipline, self-control and respect. It also helps you defend 

yourself", adds Wilder. "]'ve always had a love for the martial arts." She Vulgamott 
. Central High club. They are held in the aerobics room. Anyone can join 

One does not have to attend Central High. 

Anyone ages te n to adult can join. So far they have three members: seniors Kevin Gibbs 

Renee Wilder and freshman Roscoe Bryant. The fee is 25 dollars a month. A uniform is 

to participate. 

They cost 35 dollars if they are bought from Mrs. Vulgamott.The lessons are held once a 

on Fridays at 6pm. 

takes Tae Kwon Doe lessons all year round. She plans on taking Hapkido lessons 

all year round also. Wilder does not play any other sports officially, but does like to 

keep active. 
H apkido can benefit many of the students at Central High. It will help their self-esteem, 

discipline, respect for others, and confidence. 
Like any other sport it can also be a benefit to you r health. It reduces stress and tension, 

increases muscle and bone strength, and improves balance, cardio, circulation, and flexibility. 
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Junior: pom 
squad harder 

than thought 

A column by "'Jnter Davis 

Sweat and more sweat that's how I feel when I am at 

Pom practice and I know that people would question the 

skills and endurance we have to face everyday. 

I want to scream when people think that my job is easy. 

Try being at Pom practice for four hours doing a whole ten 

eight count routine straight back to back. 

Then we will see how comfortable you are in my 

position. The moves, the motions, and the stamina you have 

to put in. Your heart beating out of your chest and your 

trying to go the extra distance to succeed. 

Every dance we learn, remembering all the steps and 

counts that go along with it. My mind racing with arm 

movements, leg movements and counting too. 

When your dancing you try to let it flow but in reality 

everyone is counting in their heads ok. 

5 ... 6 ... 7 ... 8. 

Or having to stretch until your muscles want to give 

out because they can't take it anymore. Yeah we sit in a circle 

all day and do gym stretches. 

Not really it's a different ball game. Just alone stretching 

routines are no joke. We sit around and stretch for at least 

fifteen minutes or more. 

Getting your body into a perfect position not letting 

your hips out. Always remembering to breath and exile. And 

always pointing your toes. 

That's the main rule your toes better be pointed or 

everything will break loose. 

And good luck if your not in tone with your body and 

can't flex has much. 

If anything dancing is just has hard. We may look prissy 

and wear ribbons in our hair but it's a dog it dog world at 

camp. 

Try getting up about six maybe six fifteen, going to 

camp and learning your four routines, having them down 

packed and every motion sharp and your face smiling, then 

dancing in front of the entire camp. 

Going to lunch eating and coming right back to 

practicing your routines. It's all fun and games until your 

\ heptag your ·S<luad does well some everyone can get blue 

ribbons and earning a SPirit;:;;jl:~ . a .. i1Pi ~ : . . 
the moVies. But with no cheesy ~ egend te in It. 

We sat up all night trying to remember and learn the 

routines. Some seniors even had to learn an extra routine 

and make up their own eight count for all stars. Which took 

a lot of time for some of them. 

Al! stars are just another part in the program where 

seniors compete to earn a medal. To show superiority and 

creativity. 

We try all the time to do a routines full out so when it 

comes time to actually do the performance were not patting 

like a dog right afterwards, or killing over until you get the 

two dollar bottle of water in your system. 

So yes I think that anything dances like or cheerleading 

should be considered sports like . 

No we don't run up and down the court all day or tackle 

each other on a play. And we don't smack each other's butt 

after a good game. 

I am not saying any sport is easy yes I couldn't take a 

hit in football so don't dock me when I say dancing is not 

that easy . 

Try having to dance and shake in front of the whole 

entire student body. I know it doesn't compare to having 

stands of people shouting your name and booing at the 

competition but it's a start. 

Or even learn a five eight counts in one day and 

only have three days to practice. If anyone can pull that off 

successfully then I will gladly give you a round of applause. 

I have many friends who try to mock my dance 

moves jokingly. 

Say you guys do this and all of that with your arms. ] 

laugh because it's just not that simple. 

It doesn't bother me that much I know it comes with 

the territory. 

It's not like I am seating here complaining that my nail 

is broke and] have to get a new coat, I am an athlete also. 

Try being a member of the Pom Squad and an athlete. 

You get respect but only because you're a good athlete and 

people don't care what you do as long as you come to practice 

on time everyday. 

But I'm asked a thousand and one questions. 

Then everyone wants to see me do something a dance 

or jumps. I laugh at some of the things they ask me to do. 

But this being my first year on Pom year it 's not that 

hard dealing with Volleyball. 

Even though it's very gross when you just get down 

doing a routine full out when it's five minutes to the bell and 

I have to run up into the girls locker room to get changed. 

Your hairs not right and then you have to walk all the 

way upstairs to class on time. I rush so I can see my friends 

before the bell rings. 

The one major roll that separates us from the real 

players from dancers is we have control over what happens 

in a performance and we can practice If someone messes up 

in a dance they can go right back and fix it. 

But with sports it's not that simple you can be the best 

player in the metro have a full ride to college and have an 

off game. 

Yes you can practice to make it better but it's not a 

possibility that it won't happen again. No one ever has a 

perfect game and that's the hard part about sports expect 
the unexpected. . 

It's like when I go up for a spike. I breath deeply 

let my mind focus on the ball. Make sure that I don't take 

my eyes off the ball. I go up strong and reach high then 

smack the ball with my hand only to realize that the ball is 

clear cross court. 

With dance it's more of a feeling rather than emotion. 

Your arms moving to the beat your legs flowing into the 

melody. Having your body on the right counts. 

Emotion is there but you better feel something first. 

But if you still feel that sports can never relate to 

dancing come and watch next half time. 

q 
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Junior's memory 
of basketball 
exciting, fun 

At the age of seven, my step dad thought it would 

be fun to teach me how to play basketball. Now, I wasn't a 

"Tom-Boy" type girl. 

I was rather "Gi rly-G irl". I always had long braids 

with bows in my hair. l'd choose skirts over pan ts, with 

flowers was a must have! 

So the first time I tried to shoot a basket, I air balled 

and barley even rcached the rim . 

And when I tried to bounce the ball, it just bou nced 

and rolled away. 

I was very qui ck to give up also. My mind drifted away 

after ten minutes as I thought about playing with barbies 

and swinging on the swing set. 

My step dad, Ray soon gave up on me. 

H e figured he would put me in a YMCA basketball 

league and have someone else teach me. That way I could 

even play with other kids. 

The only thing was that I was on a all boys basketball 

team. 

How did he expect me to play on a team with boys 

when I didn't eve n play with boys at recess? 

Inside, I was nervous, my heart was pounding. They 

could all dribble up and down the court , shoot baskets and 

cross people over. 

I was scared. 

As the practi ces went on though, and we fin ally had 

our first basketball game, I grew competi tive. I actually 

wanted to play and beat their kids. 

And when I seen another gi rl on a all boys team, I had 

to beat her, because she was my competition. I was going to 

be the best girl in the league. 

When my little brother Lo renzo was old enough to 

play, we would play togetheWj>m sunrise to sunset
' 
It was 

what we lived for; Baskerh idl. 

The Butler-Gast YMCA became my second home. 

My stepdad got a job there, so I'd wake up, eat breakfast 

and practice. 

I became very determined to play dai ly to better my 

skills. Like people always say, practice makes perfect! 

I still remember the days playing at the YMCA with 

friends who are still in my life today The very first time I 

met Josh Jones, I played him one on one at the YMCA. 

And one of my very best friends Jasmyn Flowers 

played with me in the tournaments. 

Friendships were made from pl aying this game I grew 

to love. 

1 never really turned into a "Tom-Buy." I was always 

the same girl who was fixing her hair to look cute before a 

game. 

Years and years went by, and I conti nued to play. I 

played with various teams through out elementary and 

junior high. 

1 don't play basketball anymure. Mainly because my 

main focus is on school. Maybe it was just a temporary 

phase. 

I still love to watch basketball and maybe shoot a 

couple hoops every o nce in a wh ile. 

But basketball is a game you have to absolutely love to 

play it. 

It takes a lot of time and dedication. I've cried a lot a 

t ears to play. 

Scraped my knees up hundreds of times and even 

fought to get my foul s called. 

1) Senior Ronnell Grixby stiff arms a Crieghton Prep linebacker in the second game of the season, helping the Eagles win at home, 28-

14. 2) Running past the outside end, Senior quarterback Chris Griffin heads for daylight and a first down. The drive lead to an Eagles 

touchdown. 3) Senior Jordan Nauden takes a breather on the sidelines in the second half of the North game. 4) After a long fought 

ga ~, ~ enior offenl"ive guard Sam Kincaid takes C! qu!ck breather, The one sive line gave large hole ~ fqr ~ nior ~~n~iJF Bp.nll~ 1I 

Grb::by fo run for two touchdowns. 

Eagles soar over first foes 
BY PATRICK BREEN 

Ranked no. 5. 

Oh, the sweet taste of victory. Or to be more precise, three victories . 

'Three opening seaso n wins leave the Eagles with sweet taste of victory. Something they 

hadn't done for quite awhile. The Vikings did everyth ing they could to win the opener. 

Except fumble. Three times. In key situations. 

And the Eagles defense took advantage and pulled out a close win 21-19 over their rival, 

the Omaha North Vikings. 

And Creighton Prep couldn't do anything to stop the Grape Crush, being crushed into a 

demoralizing 28-14 second loss of the season. 

And in the third game, the Eagles'sen iors Shane and Shaun Prate r ran past and over the 

Benson Bunnies, leading the team to a 36-14 win . 

The end results leave the Eagles in a prime position to be in the best shape of the division 

and possibly State in years. The goal, head coach Jay Ball sa id, is to be State Champions. 

After only five wins last year, the team is looking for a much stronger showing. 

"If we only win five (games) this year," Ball said, "we'll be really disappointed." 

The three wins are leaving the Eagles with confidence heading into the Bryan Bears 

game. 

"Well, first of all, hard work breads confidence ," Ball said. "Get a couple of wins over two 

good teams and we are confident." 

Looki ng for redemption from las t seasons first round state loss, the Eagles are off at a 

run ning pace. But something that might slow them down, might not be a Single team, but the 

district as a whole. 

Both Millard South and Millard West are in Central's district, and,t& team needs to i 

the district to make it to State. / ~ 
"Our whole district is tough," Ball said. 

The Eagles will play five teams in their own district, and four games outside of it . The 

team is taking one game at a time. 

In district games the team needs to play well and challenge teams to keep a high rating 

and win the district. 

The teams success stems fro m its experience. With seniors scattered all over the offense 

and defense, the players play the game with great technique and knowledge. 

Qlarterback Chris Griffin, runningback Ronnell Grixby, and wideouts Shane and Sh · 

Prater, are just some of the players returning and receiving collegiate scholarships. 

"Those four players have been playing for at least three years," Ball said, "and some have 

even won a State Title (for Basketball). When they step on the field , they know their the best 

athletes out there." 

Each of them have made a major impact this season on both ends of the ball. The tea m 

will look to co ntinue their winning habits against next foe, the Bryan Bears. 

And following the Bears the schedule could get a lot tougher, so the Eagles prepare. 

hope that their hard preparation will bring wins. 

With all the talent, with all the skill, the team still needs to improve, said Ball. 

"We're going to need to improve on our techniques and fundament aIs;~ Ball said . 

The tightening of the screws should leave the Eagles in a great place for the rest of the 

season and a shot at the State Title. 

Eagles o-line in demonstration 
Some of the most important players on 
the field don't usually get the credit they 
deserve, but with out these hog-mollies 

up-front, the running back wouldn't Hoi e I· nth e d efe n se 
leave the backfield. 

1 2 

The agile offensive line pulls the guard and 

creates a lane against North. The numbers 

represent the number of players contained by 

the offensive line. 
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